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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

The main field of this study is digital watermarking of compressed video sequences. The 

targeted area in the field of digital watermarking is data embedding and indexing, which can 

be used in applications such as video indexing and retrieval. Having in mind that the 

content in video databases is mainly compressed and that video retrieval applications 

demand real-time capabilities, this work is focused on efficient and real-time watermark 

embedding and decoding in the compressed domain. 

The implemented watermarking technique is based on well-known spread spectrum 

techniques. The watermark is spread by a large chip factor, modulated by a pseudo 

sequence and then added to the DCT coefficients of an MPEG2 sequence. Detection 

probability was increased by a new block-wise random watermark bits interleaving. 

The watermark must be embedded in such a way that it does not introduce visual artefacts 

into the host signal, hence the power of the watermarking signal is bounded by perceptual 

visibility. The perceptual watermark adjustment is done using the information from a 

corresponding DCT block in the original sequence. A novel adaptation method is based on 

the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) model with block classification. 

Since a transmission channel has its own particular capacity, the bit-rate of a video stream 

needs to be chosen to comply with the capacity of the channel. Therefore, watermarking of 

a compressed video bit-stream must not increase its bit-rate. A novel technique for bit-rate 

control on the macroblock level increased the number of watermarked coefficients in 

comparison with existing schemes. 

To boost the capacity, a state-of-the-art error correction coding technique – turbo coding - 

was employed. The watermarking channel has a small signal-to-noise ratio and a potentially 

large bit-error rate due to the noise introduced by the host signal and attacks. In such an 

environment, it was essential to protect the watermark message by introducing redundant 

bits, which will be used for error correction. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

The rise of digital information technology permanently transformed modern society. 

People worldwide can easily create, manipulate, store and enjoy a wide range of multimedia 

data. New devices, such as Personal Computers (PC), Compact Discs (CD), Digital 

Versatile Disks (DVD), portable personal multimedia devices enabled higher quality while 

reducing the costs of creation, processing and transmission of digital audio, image and 

video content. In addition, the Internet as a global network offers an easy way of 

worldwide delivery and exchange of digital media. However, these advantages have brought 

a major concern and number of challenges that need to be resolved:  

• The ease of creating perfect copies of digital multimedia material raises the issue of 

copyright protection. 

• Using a wide range of available editing software one can easy alter multimedia 

content actualizing the integrity protection issue. 

• An opportunity to make and distribute an unlimited number of high quality copies 

of copyrighted material stimulated the need for a good copy protection mechanism.  

Digital watermarking is one possible solution to these problems. At the beginning of the 

1990s, interest in digital watermarking expanded rapidly and digital watermarking is now 

one of the hottest topics in the signal processing community. Although it all started merely 

to address the problem of copyrights, this expansion in the interest in watermarking led to 

a number of other watermarking applications and possible research areas, such as 

authentication, broadcast monitoring, tracing dishonest users or data embedding. 

The major driving force for this research is the use of digital watermarking for data 

embedding and indexing applications. These applications are strongly connected to other 

interesting research areas such as video indexing and retrieval. The main idea is to have a 

unique identification number embedded in a video sequence that can later be extracted and 
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sent to a metadata server to retrieve additional information about the video. Since the video 

content is mainly stored in compressed format and because this kind of application requires 

real-time processing, this research is based on watermarking of compressed video.  

Digital video watermarking is still a relatively unexplored area of digital watermarking. Due 

to its complexity, it still draws less attention than image watermarking. This is in contrast to 

image watermarking where powerful and very robust techniques and solutions already exist. 

There are still a number of questions in video watermarking research regarding tradeoffs 

between robustness and computational costs as well as robustness, imperceptibility and 

capacity. 

Having this in mind, the main objective is to make advances in video watermarking 

technology with a qualitative study of watermarking in the compressed domain. Therefore, 

the research started with the thorough analysis of applications, their requirements and state-

of-the-art techniques that have emerged in digital watermarking. In parallel, the thorough 

study of the MPEG-2 compression standard and techniques proposed for watermarking of 

MPEG-2 video sequences was conducted. The targeted application - data embedding and 

indexing of huge video databases - has its own requirements that needed to be identified. 

Through the research of state-of-the-art digital watermarking, we came to the conclusion 

that a novel spread spectrum watermarking technique is arguably most suitable for a given 

application and its requirements. However, it was obvious that spread spectrum technology 

needs to be studied in detail and that significant improvements are necessary. In that way, 

an additional set of objectives was specified: 

• Watermark embedding in MPEG-2 sequences needs to be studied in detail with the 

special attention to the limitations created by the requirements of the MPEG-2 

standard. Novel solutions are needed in order to increase the amount of embedded 

information with respect to, for example, the required bit-rate of a sequence. 

• A thorough study of perceptual adjustment and novel solutions are needed to 

maximize the capacity and robustness of embedded information at the same time 

minimizing degradations introduced into the video picture. 

• Given the limited watermark power due to the compression and imperceptibility 

requirements, some form of error correction coding is required to protect the 

binary watermark message.  
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1.2 Contribution of the Thesis 

Following the guidelines given above, a spread spectrum watermarking technique for 

MPEG-2 video streams has been developed. Using this technique, it is possible to embed 

medium capacity messages (few hundred bits) into a 5 seconds video segment, in a highly 

imperceptible way, that is also robust to a wide range of non-intentional attacks. To achieve 

this, the technique was studied in its every detail and almost every part of the technique 

introduces novelty: 

• Block-wise random watermark bits interleaving – this technique was 

introduced in the watermark composition scheme. Instead of spreading bits one by 

one and having a watermark bit spread through a part of the frame, the bits are 

spread randomly through the frame. In that way, the bits are evenly spread through 

the textured, edge and plain area of the video frame, giving equal detection 

probabilities for each watermark bit. This technique can be adapted to improve the 

detection characteristics of any other watermarking system (image, video or audio) 

that uses spread spectrum and perceptual adjustment methods. 

• Bit-rate control on the macroblock level – An important characteristic of a 

MPEG-2 video stream is its bit-rate that must be preserved after any operation that 

the sequence might undergo. Contrary to the previous models that control bit-rate 

by comparing VLC codes of watermarked and original coefficients one by one, this 

technique compares sizes of the watermarked and original macroblock. The 

percentage of altered coefficients is significantly increased. This study is beneficial 

to techniques that intend to alter streams with similar bit-rate preserving 

requirements. 

• Perceptual adjustment based on the Just Noticeable Difference model with 

block classification – The widely used Watson DCT model [Wat93] and an 

improved model based on block classification [Zha05] are thoroughly analyzed. 

Based on this research, a new model, capitalizing on good characteristics of these 

two models, has been proposed. The perceptual quality of the new model is 

comparable with the previous model, while at the same time the model showed 

significant capacity improvements. The model is applicable to all DCT based 

techniques. 
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• Duo-binary protection of watermarking channel – Capacity enhancement and 

protection of the watermark message using two state-of-the-art turbo coders have 

been studied. Employing a duo-binary turbo code doubled the capacity of the 

spread spectrum watermarking technique. Duo-binary protection gave near optimal 

utilization of the available signal to noise ratio in the watermarking channel. To the 

best knowledge of the author, this is the first study of the application of duo-binary 

turbo coders to watermarking. 

The spread spectrum technique described in the thesis with all improvements, its 

implementation and evaluation issues, has been presented at a number of conferences. 

Beyond that, it contributed to the successful completion of the EU IST “BUSMAN” 

project. The list of author’s publications is given on the page 123. 

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. After the short introduction to the problem that is 

presented in this chapter, a short summary of other chapters is given as follows: 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of digital watermarking. We start with the statement of the 

problem and a definition of digital watermarking. To highlight the importance of digital 

watermarking, possible applications and their requirements are studied in detail. In addition, 

a survey of techniques that are used independently of the embedding domain, is given to 

show the tools that can be used to tackle different problems that one might experience in 

digital watermarking. 

Chapter 3 begins with a general introduction to the MPEG-2 compression standard. It 

provides an overview of MPEG-2 coding techniques used for removing spatial and 

temporal redundancies as well as an overview of the layers of MPEG-2 video streams. In 

the second part of Chapter 3, state-of-the–art MPEG-2 watermarking techniques were 

studied, based on the embedding domain, computational costs and robustness. 

Chapter 4 brings methods that are used, in particular technical aspects of bit spreading and 

adding to the DCT coefficients of an MPEG-2 video sequence. This chapter brings 

detailed description and evaluation of block-wise random watermark bits interleaving 

as a novel method for bit spreading. Important aspects of embedding in the DCT domain 

are described, followed by a novel method for bit-rate preservation called bit-rate control 
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on the macroblock level. The chapter ends with a detailed mathematical analysis of 

watermark decoding, error rate and capacity boundaries. 

Detailed description of considered perceptual adjustment models is given in Chapter 5. It 

starts with an analysis of the Human Visual System (HVS) and its imperfections that can be 

exploited to facilitate the perceptual adjustment. The Watson JND model in DCT domain 

and an improved JND model based on block classification are studied in detail, followed by 

a description of the proposed model that takes advantage of the good characteristics of 

these two models. Finally, detailed evaluation and comparison in terms of imperceptibility 

and capacities is given at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 6 presents in depth analysis of error correction coding (ECC) applicability to the 

given watermarking model. Achievable capacity rates using ECC for a given signal-to-noise 

ratio in the channel are first theoretically analysed. After that, a description of parallel-

concatenated convolutional coder is presented as well as its implementation issues. In 

addition, the protection of the watermarking channel with a state-of-the-art duo-binary 

turbo coder is observed and the robustness of the technique to transcoding is evaluated. 

Chapter 7 gives a description of the BUSMAN multimedia system and aspects of the 

implementation of the presented watermarking technique into the BUSMAN system. 

Robustness of the implemented technique in the context of the BUSMAN system had 

been tested to a wide range of attacks and results are presented at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 8 provides the conclusion of the thesis. A summary of implemented techniques 

and experimental results are presented. Finally, given the results and conclusions of this 

work, directions and ideas for future research are indicated. In appendices, the derivations 

of capacity boundary formulas are given, followed by the lists of authors publications and 

references. 
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Chapter 2 Digital watermarking 

2.1 Introduction 

The huge success of the Internet in the past two decades has introduced several issues 

regarding security. The glorious idea of having a global network, which enables exchange of 

information and easy access to content databases, also makes possible unauthorized 

copying and distribution of the content and violation of the content owners’ rights. 

Concerning fraud related to copying and alteration, conventional analogue distribution 

systems have been equipped with a characteristic built-in protection mechanism. With 

every new copy, an unavoidable amount of noise is introduced and the quality of the 

duplicated content is degraded accordingly. In contrast to analogue media, digital 

multimedia material is completely susceptible to unlimited copying without any degradation 

and quality losses. The ease of the distribution of high-quality digital material over the 

Internet brought major concerns about possible financial losses it could cause to copyright 

holders. At the beginning of the 1990s, the introduction of the Digital Versatile Disc 

(DVD) was delayed since several media companies refused to provide DVD material in the 

absence of an adequate solution for the copy protection issue [Haj00]. 

Several encryption methods were introduced to address this problem [Blo99]. Encryption 

can provide secure delivery of digital content from the content provider to the consumer.  

However, once the content is received and decrypted at the consumer side, it is identical to 

the original data and no longer protected. A malicious consumer is then able to access, edit, 

copy and distribute an unlimited number of perfect reproductions of digital data, causing 

significant financial losses to the owner and the content provider. This was not acceptable 

and it brought major concerns about the protection of digital content, forcing the copyright 

owners to insist on additional protection. Searching for the technique that will complement 

encryption, researchers turned to digital watermarking.  

Digital watermarking is a technique for embedding a secret signal, a watermark, direct to 

the digital content in a robust, secure and imperceptible way. Ideally, the embedded 

watermark should be robust to any processing of the watermarked content, it should be 
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secure and able to resist intentional attempts to remove it and should not introduce any 

perceptibly distinguishable difference to the original data. However, robustness and 

imperceptibility are conflicting in their nature and it is impossible to accomplish 

simultaneous maximization of both of them. Preserving fidelity and quality of an image 

means introducing minimal distortion, that is keeping the amount of embedded 

information minimal and consequently very susceptible to corruption or total removal. On 

the other hand, maximization of robustness leads to the introduction of large distortions in 

the image or video and consequently strong perceivable image changes.  

The main goal of watermarking research is to maximize the tradeoffs among the basic 

conflicting properties of data hiding. It comprises maximization of robustness to non-

intentional removal by any kind of image or video process as well as to hostile attacks, 

while keeping the distortion introduced to a minimum in the sense that the amount of 

change to the document remains indistinguishable to the human eye. In addition, it 

comprises maximization of the capacity in the sense of the amount of information that may 

be hidden and recovered from the watermarked material. 

Intensive research on this subject and the progress that has been made gave the 

opportunity to think about using digital watermarking, not only for copyright protection 

and copy prevention, but for a number of other interesting applications, such as 

authentication, broadcast monitoring, indexing and data hiding.  

2.2 Watermarking Applications 

In order to design a good watermarking system, one needs to start with the identification of 

its application and the requirements that need to be fulfilled. To stress the potentials of 

digital watermarking, we present brief description of some watermarking applications 

followed by the requirements for each of them.  

Copyright protection/Proof of ownership - Watermarking in the copyright protection application is 

used for protection of intellectual properties. The owner can embed watermark, which will 

represent the copyright information. This watermark can prove his ownership in the legal 

battle in the court of law when someone is questioning his copyrights on the particular 

material. 
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The watermark algorithm used for copyright protection must be highly robust. First of all, 

it needs to be robust against any editing process the watermarked data may undergo, such 

as compression, editing for quality enhancement purposes, digital-analogue conversion, 

rotation, scaling, translation, etc. Beyond that, in the copyright protection malicious attacks 

are inevitable. An adversary will try various attacks in order to forge the ownership or at 

least to destroy or corrupt the watermark, so it cannot be used as an evidence of copyright. 

In such an adverse environment, since it is hard to predict what will be used in an attempt 

to destroy the watermark, it will be hard to make the watermark definitely robust or at least 

to evaluate the level of its robustness. 

Such a watermark needs to be imperceptible too, and it must not introduce any noticeable 

distortion to the original work. The copyright owner wants to preserve the quality of its 

digital material, since any quality loss will reduce the value of the work. Fortunately, to 

compensate for high imperceptibility and high robustness a trade-off on behalf of the 

capacity can be made. For the protection of the copyrights, it is reasonable to embed some 

form of identification number such as ISBN-International Standard Book Numbering, 

which consists of ten digits. In addition, the watermark should contain information about 

the year of copyright, the permission granted and the rating for the work [Kut99]. In that 

way, we can assume that amount of information that needs to be embedded in the host 

data should be 60 [Fri99] to 70 [Kut99] bits. Finally, in this kind of application, it is 

desirable to use complex techniques for embedding and detection such as extensive search, 

since real-time embedding and detection is not important, while it is highly important to 

unambiguously identify the owner of the data. 

Copy protection - For copy protection purposes, a watermark can contain information that 

can control digital recording devices [Lan98]. That information can be a copy-prohibit bit 

that will forbid or let the system to record and make another copy of the data. For example, 

digital audio recording systems such as DAT or minidisk are equipped with a copy 

protection system SCMS (Serial Copy Management System) [IEC89]. This system sets a 

“copy” bit in all copies preventing further copying of the digital material. 

The capacity of the watermarking system used for copy protection must be at least one bit, 

but it is desirable to be up to few hundreds bits, since in that way special options such as 

time-stamps may be included [Lan96]. The watermark needs to be extremely robust against 
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removal, since attacking rate is very high. In addition to this, imperceptibility requirements 

need to be met.  

Finally, embedding could be off-line and it is preferable to use a computationally expensive 

model for embedding to make the watermark as robust as possible. On the other hand, 

watermark detection must be real-time and without the original unwatermarked material.  

Integrity Authentication - The goal of the watermarking system used for authentication is to 

assure that data have not been changed intentionally. In other words, one can expect that 

an image will be transformed during its life (compressed, filtered, etc.), but must protect 

image actual semantic meaning [Rey02]. It is crucial to assure that the image is authentic if 

for example it is used as a proof in a trial, printed in a journal, or as part of the medical 

records of a person applying for a life insurance.  

A fragile watermark system can be used to determine whether the data has been altered by 

a malicious manipulation, but at the same time, it needs to be tolerant to lossy compression 

or any other non-intentional alteration. It should be able to locate any alteration of the 

original data. Desirably, the watermark should contain information that will be used for 

reconstruction of altered or corrupted regions in order to allow at least partial knowledge of 

the original information in the corrupted area.  To accommodate these requirements, the 

capacity of the watermark needs to be relatively high. 

An asymmetric watermarking algorithm has to be applied. For the authentication purposes, 

only the author of the work can embed a watermark in order to protect it, but any other 

interested party should be able to check its integrity. In addition, the embedded 

authentication data should not be perceivable under normal viewing conditions [Wu98]. 

Although there is no need for real-time embedding or detection, the watermark extraction 

has to be performed without the original data, since the availability of the original work will 

obviously make integrity checking useless.  

Broadcast monitoring – An organization dealing with the intellectual property rights would like 

to monitor the use of its members’ content. A broadcast surveillance can check how many 

times a station broadcasts particular content and charge the station according to the 

findings. Similarly, an advertiser that purchases the airtime from a broadcaster needs to be 

sure that their commercials are aired according to an agreement [Cox00]. A web spider can 
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report the sites using the works of an artist. Afterwards, he can check whether royalty fees 

were paid. 

A watermarking system can be used to insert a unique watermark in a piece of multimedia 

content prior to broadcasting. A monitoring station can then automatically extract 

watermarks from the received broadcasts and notify when and on which channel each 

peace of the content was broadcast. Such a watermarking system needs to embed 

watermarks in an imperceptible way, but the quality of the material can be degraded if 

introduced distortions do not exceed distortions introduced by broadcasting process. The 

watermark should be robust against compression, analogue-digital conversion, other 

processes used in broadcasting and various forms of noise in the broadcasting channel.  

The complete watermarking process is done in a professional environment and there is 

trust relationship between interest groups involved, so no adversary and intention to 

remove the watermark should be assumed. Finally, since a watermark is extracted 

automatically from a broadcast, detection needs to be done in real-time and without the 

original material. 

Fingerprinting – The idea behind digital fingerprinting is to trace dishonest users who have 

access rights for a piece of content, but may use it for unintended purposes such as 

redistribution [Tra03]. A serial number or ID of the user can be embedded in the content. 

When there is illegal copy of the content, the copyright owner is able to retrieve watermark 

and to identify the dishonest user responsible for this leakage. 

The pre-releasing of free copies of new movies for marketing, reviewing and similar 

purposes is common practice of production companies. These copies are then sent to 

trusted users who can review the movie and give back their comments. However, a number 

of movie hits in the recent years became available for free downloading from the Internet 

even before its release date. To find the place where leakage occurs, a movie company can 

embed a digital watermark with the records of the user into a copy sent to him, download 

illegal copy from the Internet and extract the information about the dishonest user. 

A fingerprint must not introduce any visible distortion to a picture. It needs to be highly 

robust against attacks, since it is reasonable to expect that a pirate would try to remove the 

watermark before selling and distribution of the media. In order to embed the data about 
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the copy, such as a time and a place of a transaction, user id etc, high capacity of the 

watermark is needed.  

The watermark insertion can be performed in a consumer device, such as pay-per view 

recording module, and it needs to be done in real-time. On the other hand, decoding 

process can be performed off-line and desirably using the original work for extraction. 

Data embedding and indexing – Production companies, content providers, broadcasters work 

with a large audio-visual data-bases of annotated material and often exchange a huge 

amount of the multimedia content. In order to exchange annotations together with the 

content, it is desirable to use watermarking to embed annotation data into the content. 

Annotations that are “travelling” with the content can be extracted from the content at the 

user site, cannot be lost or connected to the wrong content and does not need extra storage 

capacity.  

However, inserting annotations into the content require high capacity watermarking 

technique. In addition, since this application targets professional users, the embedded 

watermark has to be imperceptible. Even though intentional attacks are not to be expected 

and a watermarking algorithm needs to resist only against typical signal processing 

manipulations, it is still hard to accomplish requirements for extremely high capacity and 

high imperceptibility.  

To reduce the size of a message that needs to be embedded, it is better to embed an index, 

which will be used by search engines to connect the content with its annotations. An index 

would be also easier to extract, which makes real-time decoding possible. In addition, 

embedded annotations cannot be edited without re-embedding them, which would also 

need a real-time embedding algorithm. In contrast, index that is once embedded does not 

need to be changed and annotation can be change on the annotations server. Finally, in this 

application, either annotations or an index needs to be extracted without the original data. 

2.3 Watermarking Requirements 

In the previous section, we described some common watermarking applications. It was 

shown that every application has it own requirements. Therefore, there is no set of 

requirements to be met by all applications, but some general directions can be given and 

they will be described in this section.  
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Perceptibility - We saw that in most, if not in all, applications the watermark must be 

imperceptible. That means the watermark should not affect the quality of the original 

material. At the same time, the watermarking amplitude needs to be as high as possible for 

high capacity and high robustness [Har99]. To achieve these opposite goals, the 

watermarking scheme should exploit imperfections of the Human Visual System (HVS) in 

the way that humans cannot distinguish the original data from the data with the inserted 

watermark [Swa98a]. If we directly compare the original material with the one that is 

watermarked, even the smallest change may become apparent. However, since users 

normally do not have access to the original material, they cannot perform this comparison. 

In some applications, it should be sufficient that the modifications go unnoticed as long as 

the data is not compared with the original [Voy98].  

Several objective measures have been proposed to evaluate perceived distortions [Kut99], 

[Wan04], [Pin04]. These measures however are still imperfect and cannot replace a 

subjective evaluation where a group of human observers evaluates if introduced distortion 

is perceivable. Usually, a blind testing is used for subjective evaluation purposes. Images 

with and without embedded watermark are presented to human observers that are asked to 

choose the image with higher perceptual quality. As a testing measure, a Just Noticeable 

Distortion (JND) can be defined as a level of distortion perceivable in fifty percent of the 

experimental trials [Cox01].  

In addition, a watermark must remain unperceivable even after any editing processes on the 

watermarked material. As an example, the watermarked image can sharpened or undergo 

any other high-pass filtering, which can amplify the watermark embedded in high 

frequencies of the image spectrum. Other operations such as zooming, contrast or 

brightness adjustment can make visible otherwise imperceptible watermark.  

Capacity (Data payload) - The watermark capacity or data payload refers to the amount of 

information, that is the number of bits that can be stored within a unit of time or within a 

unit of an original material (i.e. within one frame of a video) [Cox01].  

Required watermark capacity depends on the application and can vary widely. A capacity as 

small as just one bit may be enough for copy protection application - to instruct a recording 

device to prevents further copying of the protected material. A copyright protection 

operation would need 60-70 bits to embed a digital object identifier, while for 

fingerprinting purposes capacity needs to be increased to include information such as user 
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identification or timestamp.  Finally, for embedding annotations capacity of few hundreds 

to few thousand bits would be needed. 

The maximum capacity that can be embedded will highly depend on the way that 

embedding algorithm adopts the watermark to the host signal. Moreover, embedding large 

amount of information decreases the imperceptibility and weakens the robustness severely 

[Lan00]. Therefore, the balance of capacity, invisibility and robustness is essential part to be 

controlled. 

Robustness - Every application has its own requirements for watermark robustness. 

Authentication needs fragile watermark, which will show the data were altered. In that case, 

the watermark does not have to be, on contrary should not be robust against any 

processing technique or intentional alternations of the data. However, for other 

applications it is desirable to be able to detect watermark after common signal processing 

operations. There are two groups of operations (attacks) that might be expected, intentional 

and non-intentional attacks. List of operations that watermark needs to be robust on, 

depends on the application and the environment in which watermarking will be used. For 

example, in broadcast monitoring, the watermark needs only to survive the transmission 

process. 

The watermark should be robust against common processes that cannot be avoided during 

image storage and transmission, such as compression for efficient storing, filtering for 

higher quality, digital-analogue and analogue-digital conversions. Some watermarking 

algorithms can achieve very strong robustness against these attacks. For instance, a 

watermark can resist JPEG compression with a quality rate as low as 4%, if it is inserted 

into the low-frequency DCT coefficients of an image [Fri98]. The second class of video 

processing methods or attacks includes geometric distortion. This kind of attack generally 

includes image rotation, scaling and translation (RST), cropping, swapping and mirroring, 

etc. They affect the synchronization between the watermark and the watermarked image 

when conventional spread spectrum techniques are used. Even very simple geometric 

distortions can impair the watermark detection [Pet98]. 

In applications like copyright protection or fingerprinting, we can expect that a dishonest 

person will have intention to remove watermark, so robustness must be taken much more 

seriously into consideration. One can try just to mask watermark, so it will not be 

detectable by the decoder or one can try to remove watermark with techniques such as 
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collusion attack. If the attacker has several different copies, each with different watermark, 

he could combine them to produce a copy without watermark. In general, the watermark 

should be able to resist and should not be removed or altered without degradation of the 

perceptual quality that will make the material unusable. 

Detection method - An important characteristic of watermarking is the restriction of the 

detection method. In some applications, such as proof of ownership, decoding is usually 

done by the owner of the original material. He can provide the detector with an 

unwatermarked version of the material and by that, improve detector performance. This 

kind of detection method is known as informed detection. 

However, it is not always possible to have the original work to aid the detection process. 

For instance, in copy protection decoding must be done in every consumer’s recording 

device. It is evident that availability of an unwatermarked copy in decoder would 

undermine the purpose of watermarking system. Decoding which has to be done without 

knowing the original is usually called blind or public decoding. 

As mention before, it is impossible to meet all requirements, especially if we consider 

computational costs and real-time processing that is desired in some applications. It is 

important to bear in mind that the above requirements are strongly related one to another. 

In proof of ownership application, a very robust watermark is required. This can be 

achieved by making many large modifications to the original data. However, these large 

modifications will be noticeable, so requirement for high imperceptibility is not met. 

Hence, when designing any watermarking application it is very important to consider this 

trade-off between watermarking requirements so an optimal watermarking model can be 

obtained. 
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2.4 General digital watermarking model 

Watermarking can be seen as communication of a message from embedder through the 

noisy channel to the watermarking receiver. The noise in the channel is originated by a 

number of intentional and non-intentional attacks that might occur between the embedding 

and extraction process. The most general watermarking model is depicted in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Principle watermarking scheme 

The input for the embedding process is the watermark, the host signal and one or more 

secret cryptographic keys. The watermark message can be text, number, an image or 

similar. The input host signal may be compressed or uncompressed depending on the 

application. Embedding in the uncompressed data allows more sophisticated alterations of 

the host data, but when the host data are already compressed and real-time embedding is 

required, it is inevitable to insert the watermark in the compressed domain. 

It is possible to make distinction between informed and blind embedding [Cox01]. The 

Blind watermark embedder ignores the fact that the host data x is known, while informed 

embedder exploits the side information that is possible to extract from the host data. The 

watermarking signal w to be embedded is created by function f0 and usually depends on the 

watermark message m and a secret key K, but can also, in the case of informed embedding, 

depend on the host signal x (image, video, audio, text) to ensure that the watermark is well 

adapted to the host: 
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Using the embedding function f1, the watermark signal w is inserted into the host data x 

yielding the watermarked signal y:  
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 ),(f1 wxy =  (2.4.2) 

To ensure the imperceptibility, watermark must be embedded in such a way that quality 

difference between the watermarked data y and the original data x, ),d( yx  is small. 

Commonly used distance measure is squared Euclidean metric: 

 2
yxyx −=),(d E  (2.4.3) 

Although this measure is not computationally expensive and can help in some scenarios, it 

fails to quantify the complexities of human perception, like masking and threshold effects 

[Jay93].  

The watermarked data can undergo further editing processes or even intentional attempts 

to remove it. These processes produce the attacked data r by introducing some acceptable 

level of distortion ),d( rx . Having defined distortion functions, it is possible to define a set 

of feasible embedding algorithms and a set of feasible attacks that satisfy distortion 

constrains: 

 embD),d( ≤yx  (2.4.4) 

 attD),d( ≤rx  (2.4.5) 

Embedding embD and attacking distortions attD  are subject of the game theory introduced 

in [Mou03] to determine capacity of the watermarking channel and widely used in the 

works of many authors, such as [Gue03], [Coh02]. Two simple measures are also useful to 

determine capacity: 

Watermark-to-noise ratio: 
att

emb

D
DWNR =  (2.4.6) 

Watermark-to-document ratio: 2
x

embDWDR =  (2.4.7) 

The attacked data r is input to the watermark receiver where watermark is detected or 

extracted with a secret key K (Figure 1). The watermark extraction (decoding) denotes 
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retrieving watermark message m~ using the secret key K, while watermark detection means 

the hypothesis test between [Egg02]: 

 Hypothesis H0: the received data r is not watermarked using the key K 

 Hypothesis H1: the received data r is watermarked using the key K 

The original data x might be available to the receiver in the case of informed decoding. 

However, more often the receiver performs blind decoding without access to the original data:  
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2.5 Digital watermarking techniques review 

Many techniques and methods have been developed for data hiding in the last fifteen years. 

These techniques can be classified by nature of the host signal (text, audio, image, video), 

domain of insertion (spatial, DFT, DCT, wavelet etc.) or perceptibility of the watermark 

(visible, invisible). This work is focused on embedding invisible watermark in DCT 

coefficients of an MPEG-2 video stream, therefore review of the techniques specifically 

used for MPEG-2 video watermarking will be given later in the Chapter 3. The aim of this 

section is to provide comprehensive review of general techniques that are used for 

watermarking regardless of the nature of the host signal or the embedding domain. Good 

reviews of the state-of-the-art in digital watermarking could be also found in recent books 

and papers on digital watermarking, such as [Haj00], [Cox01], [Egg02], [Mou04], [Lan00], 

[Moh99]. 

2.5.1 Least Significant Bit watermarking 

Least Significant Bit (LSB) watermarking is one of the earliest techniques for data 

embedding. This technique is applicable to the host signal { }N21 xxx ,...,,=x , where each 

sample ix  can be represent using b bits and takes integer values between 0 and 12 −b . The 

sequence of N bits made of the least significant bits for every value is called the LSB plane. 

The LSB plane can be changed without introducing significant quality distortions, so it can 

be used to insert an information sequence. 

One of the first methods that utilizes embedding in to the LSB plane was proposed by 

Turner in [Tur89] for inserting identification code of a Compact Disk. The watermark was 

embedded into the least significant bits of randomly selected words. To extract the 

watermark, LSBs of the selected words were compared to corresponding LSBs from the 

original unwatermarked material. The major drawback is that method has low robustness. 

The watermark can be easily removed by erasing or randomizing the LSB plane. 

For image watermarking, Tirkel et al. [Tir93] proposed an LSB plane method for 

embedding an “undetectable” watermark to 512x512 8-bit grey scale images. Prior to 

embedding, the cover image is compressed to 7 bits through histogram manipulation in 

order to gain full access to the LSB plane with low distortion. The watermark extraction is 

straightforward, since the watermark in LSB plane is separated from the cover image 
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information that is in the other seven planes. A modified version of this algorithm is given 

in [Sch94]. 

Aura in [Aur96] used the LSB plane of an image for secret communication. The idea was to 

embed secret encrypted message in to selected bits using pseudo-random permutation 

function. The authors also argued that the original image needs to be destroyed, otherwise 

an adversary can easily find which bits are used to embed the message by comparing the 

watermarked file with the original. Because of intensive use of a random function, three 

times per hidden bit, the algorithm proves to be computationally expensive. 

The advantage of LSB techniques is that they introduced minimal degradation to the cover 

signal. Although, these techniques can effectively insert enormous amount of data by 

rejecting the host interference, they are also not robust to even modest attacks, since LSB 

plane can be easily erased or replaced by random bits without perceivable distortions. 

2.5.2 Patchwork watermarking techniques 

In order to make a watermark more robust to attacks such as cropping, patchwork 

embedding can be employed. The patchwork approach is to embed a watermark repeatedly 

into pseudo randomly selected areas of an image (or patches).  Each of the selected areas 

contains the watermark, so if the watermarked image is cropped, it will still be possible to 

extract the watermark from the areas that are not cropped [Joh98]. 

The patchwork approach was firstly used and named by Bender et al in [Ben96]. They 

proposed to choose pseudo randomly two patches A and B. The brightness of pixels in the 

patch A is increased, while the brightness of the pixel in the patch B is decreased for the 

same amount. As an example, if there are N pixels in every patch and if pixels ai in the first 

patch are increased by one and pixels bi in the second patch are decreased by one, provided 

that N is large, expected value of the sum of all differences between pixels in the patches is: 
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The major drawback of the technique is the low embedded data rate. The authors also 

reported robustness on cropping and JPEG compression. 
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Pitas and Kaskalis proposed an extension of this approach called signature casting on 

digital images [Pit96], [Pit98]. A digital watermark S is a binary pattern, which is the same 

size as the host image I, and consists of the same number of ones and zeros. The image 

pixels are divided into two subsets: 
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The image is watermarked by changing the pixels in the subset A by a positive factor k, 

giving the watermarked image: 

 { }ACBCI' ∈+== nmnm xkx , where,U  (2.5.3) 

The watermark is detected by hypothesis testing using the testing statistic q, which is 

defined as normalized difference between the pixel mean in the subset C and the subset B : 
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Where 2
Cσ  and 2

Bσ are the sample variances of the two subsets. A watermark is present if 

the test statistic is bigger then a certain threshold. The method, as reported by authors, is 

robust against additive noise attack and against JPEG compression to ratios up to 4:1. 

Langelaar et al proposed an improved model [Lan96], [Lan97] based on the work of Pitas 

and Kaskalis and called iterative spatial labelling method. They argued that dividing the 

image into blocks and searching for an optimal embedding level k for each block, rather 

then using the same k for the whole image, can improve the capacity and the robustness of 

the watermarking model.  

They first divided the image into blocks that have width and height as multiples of 8. A 

block B is pseudo randomly selected from the luminance plane of the image and a pseudo 

random pattern P of the same size that consists of ones and zeros, is generated. To embed 

a watermark bit, P is added to the block B, if the value of the bit is 1, or subtracted form 

the block otherwise: 
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Let 01high IID −= be the difference of the mean of all pixels in the block R for which a 

corresponding pixel in P is one (I1) and the mean of all remaining pixels (I0). Similarly, 

difference is calculated 01low IID ˆˆ −=  after the JPEG compression with the predefined 

quality factor Q. If a ‘0’ is to be embedded, pattern P is iteratively subtracted from the 

block until both differences Dhigh and Dlow are not below the zero. If a ‘1’ is to be embedded, 

the pattern is iteratively added until both differences are not above the certain threshold T. 

To extract an embedded bit the same pattern is generated in the decoder and the means I0 

and I1 and the difference 01 IID −=  are calculated. If the difference is positive the 

embedded bit is one, otherwise zero. 

In this scheme, the visibility of the watermark is highly dependent on the number of ones 

in the pattern. Patterns are forced to have five times more zeros then ones. This makes the 

watermark less visible, but at the same time less robust. The authors also reported that the 

optimal size of the block is 32x32, concerning the trade-off between capacity and 

robustness. If a 3x3 edge-enhancement filter is used prior to decoding, it was shown that 

the watermark can resist JPEG compression attack to the quality factor of 75 (5% or less 

errors). 

2.5.3 Spread spectrum and correlation based watermarking 

Regarding a relatively weak robustness against compression attack of the first watermarking 

techniques, it has been argued that a watermark needs to be inserted in perceptually 

significant components [Cox96].  However, any stronger alteration of these components 

leads to significant degradations of the cover signal. To overcome this, Cox et al [Cox96] 

proposed to use a well-known technique from communication theory called spread 

spectrum, where a narrow band signal is transmitted via a wide band channel.  

At the same year, similar ideas were proposed by Tirkel et al. in [Tir96] and Smith and 

Comiskey in [Smi96]. In the latter, the authors argued that, as in RF communications, 

signal-to-noise ratio could be traded for bandwidth. In other words, the watermark signal 

energy can be spread over a wide range of frequencies (or pixels in spatial domain) with low 

SNR so it will be difficult to detect, intercept or remove. Techniques that utilize pseudo-

random watermark sequence and correlation based detection can be also found in some 

earlier works [Tan90], [Mat94], [Car95], but these techniques failed to acknowledge and to 

exploit the findings of the communication theory. 
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In the Cox et al. approach [Cox96], [Cox97], the watermark consists of a sequence of real 

numbers w=w1,…,wn, derived from the normal distribution with zero mean and variance 

equal 1 that is w~N(0,1). The number n controls spreading of the watermark: as the 

number of alerted components of the image increases, the amplitude of the alteration 

decreases. This sequence is inserted to the host data x=x1,…,xn using additive, 

multiplicative or exponential rule and the watermarked data y=y1,…,yn are obtained: 
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A scaling parameter α controls the extent of the host data alteration. The additive rule is 

the most commonly used, but authors argued that it may not be appropriate if the host data 

vary widely, such as the case of transform domain watermarking. They proposed to use 

multiplicative rule with an empirically derived scaling factor 1.0=α  to modify 1000 most 

significant DCT coefficients (excluding the DC component) of the host image. The 

extraction is done using the components from the original and the watermarked image and 

inverting the multiplicative formula to obtain possibly corrupted watermark signal w’. The 

watermark is present in the image if the similarity measure sim(w’,w) is bigger then the 

given threshold T: 
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The authors claim that one needs to embed )n/lnnO(  similar watermarks to have any 

chance of destroying the watermark, where n is number of altered image components. In 

addition, they showed that the technique is very robust against rescaling, JPEG 

compression, dithering, clipping, printing/scanning and collusion attacks. Unfortunately, 

since the original image is needed in the detection process, the usefulness of this technique 

is limited to the private watermarking applications, where the original image is available. 

The other disadvantage of the technique is the low watermark rate. This can be improved 

by placing different marks to the image, but that will decrease robustness. 

To make the spread spectrum technique useful for blind detection, Piva et al. [Piv97], 

[Piv98] proposed slightly different multiplicative embedding rule. To embed the watermark 

into the host image x, the DCT coefficients are order in zig-zag fashion and  N  DCT 
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coefficients are chosen to generate a vector t=tL,…,tL+N, starting from a coefficient L in 

order to exclude the low frequencies where degradations are most visible : 

 iiLiLiL wttt' +++ += α  (2.5.8) 

The modified vector is reinserted and inverse DCT is performed to obtain the 

watermarked image y. They also exploited a form of visual masking to enhance the 

robustness of the technique. A pixel-by-pixel weighting factor jιβ was introduced to take 

into account Human Visual System (HVS) sensitivity to the noise in the different regions of 

the image: 

 ijijijijij xyy )1( ββ −+=  (2.5.9) 

The weighting factor jιβ is derived calculating the normalized sample variance for a square 

block with a centre at pixel yij with respect to the maximum of all block variances. The 

presence of the watermark is detected by extracting the vector t* in the same manner as in 

the embedding process, correlating it with the watermark sequence w and comparing the 

correlation z with a predefined threshold Sz:   
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Various different perceptual models for spread spectrum watermarking have been 

proposed in the literature. Considering that the estimation of the watermark for a decoding 

purpose amounts to a de-noising problem, stochastic criteria have been derived in [Vol99] 

for content adaptive watermarking. The texture masking function is related to a so-called 

noise visibility function NVF, which is in turn used to adapt the strength of the mark in the 

form of αi = S0.(1-NVF)+S1.NVF, where S0 and S1 are strength factors respectively in 

textured and flat regions. 

Kutter et al. [Kut97], [Kut98] proposed a method in the spatial domain which inserts the 

watermark into the blue image component, in the RGB colour space, to maximize the 

watermark strength while keeping visual artifacts minimal. This concept is applicable to any 

spread spectrum watermarking in the spatial domain. The authors reported that the method 

is robust against both classical attacks, such as filtering, and geometrical attacks.  
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Wolfgang, Podilchuck, Zeng and Delp in [Pod98] and [Wol99] proposed two watermarking 

techniques for digital images that are based on utilizing visual models, which have been 

developed for image compression. They used the visual models to determine the upper 

bounds for watermarking amplitudes. To embed the watermark, additive embedding rule 

was used in block-based DCT domain and multiresolution wavelet domain. To determine a 

scaling factor iα , they used the Watson et al. Just Noticeable Difference (JND) models 

developed for DCT domain image compression [Wat93] and wavelet-based image 

compression [Wat96]. In that way, the watermark is embedded with the maximum strength 

possible to remain transparent and to be extremely robust to common image processing 

and editing such as JPEG compression, rescaling, and cropping. Further dissemination of 

the perceptual adjustment model in DCT domain given in [Pod98] and comparison with an 

improved model is given in the Chapter 5. 

The spread spectrum watermarking is arguably the most widely used technique in digital 

watermarking. Marvel et al. in [Mar99] for steganography purposes combine spread 

spectrum with image restoration and error correction techniques. Hartung and Girod 

proposed a spread spectrum watermarking technique in spatial domain for embedding the 

watermark into an video sequence [Har98]. Spread spectrum watermarking in DCT domain 

can be found in the works described above but also in [Fri98], [Koh00] and [Mit02]. The 

authors in [Zhu98], [Rua96] and [Won00] suggest using spread spectrum technique for 

image watermarking in the wavelet, Fourier transform and log-2-spatio domain 

respectively.  

2.5.4 Watermarking as a communication with side information 

The host signal is usually seen as noise from the watermarking point of view. However, 

since the host signal is known at transmitter it is possible to extract information from the 

host data used to model the watermark in a way that resolution of the watermark decoding 

process can be independent of the host data. This approach to digital watermarking was 

first recognized independently by Chen and Wornell [Che99] and Cox, Miller and 

McKellips [Cox98]. In the latter paper, authors discussed general concepts based on an 

early channel with side information studied by Shannon [Sha58]. On the other hand, in 

[Che99] authors argued that their previously proposed watermarking scheme based on 

quantization index modulation (QIM) [Che98] can be seen as a special case of an almost-

forgotten work by Costa [Cos83]. 
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Figure 2. Principal scheme of informed embedding and coding 

Cox in [Cox01] distinguished two ways of using the host data as side information: informed 

embedding and informed coding (Figure 2). In the informed embedding, the original data are 

examined in order to modify and prepare the message for embedding. One of the earliest 

methods that can be recognized as informed embedding is watermark perceptual 

modelling. More advanced form of informed embedding is optimization of detection 

process, such as maximizing robustness while maintaining fixed embedding distortion or 

vice versa.  

Informed coding denotes using side information in message coding to select between 

alternative code vectors mapped to the watermark message, the one that introduce least 

embedding distortion. Costa in his analogy to writing on a dirty paper [Cos83] showed that 

if the noise known to the encoder and the channel noise are independent, identically, 

distributed Gaussian, the capacity is determined only by the power constrains (i.e. amount 

of ink in Costa analogy or embedding distortion in watermarking) and the channel noise 

(i.e. attack distortion). This rather surprising result, that the capacity is not influenced by the 

original data, was derived using a coding method in which a message can be represented by 

one of the many dissimilar code vectors. Costa’s method, also known as Ideal Costa 

Scheme, is not realistic since it requires large codebooks. However, his result leads to 

suboptimal, but yet practical approaches, such as dither modulation [Che98] or Miller’s 

dirty paper codes [Mil01]. 

Miller showed that dirty paper codes, based on suboptimal and finite code book, can 

improve performance of watermarking, but he also pointed out that dirty paper codes are 

not suitable for practical applications such as watermarking of MPEG-2 video streams in 

compressed domain. Extraction of side information from the video stream needs an extra 

pass through the video, which introduce additional overheads and is opposite to the 

requirement for fast embedding. 
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In the context of compressed domain real-time watermarking more appealing are the 

quantization-based methods, since they are using sample based side information extraction. 

The basic idea presented in [Che98] is to use the one of two dithered quantizers to quantize 

the original data sample depending on the embedding bit: 
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Decoding is done by using same quantizers on the received data sample r and finding the 

quantizer point that is closest to r. This scheme works perfectly if the channel noise 

amplitude is smaller then
4
Δ , but performs poorly if this level is exceeded. To overcome 

this problem, Chen and Wornell defined method called distortion compensation [Che01]: 
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where ( ]1,0∈α  is a parameter that needs to be optimized according to trade-off between 

robustness and embedding distortion.  

These ideas directed the path of the present watermarking research and are widely studied 

[Egg00, 02, 03] and discussed [Mou04], [Sta03], [Bar03] in the recent years. However, even 

though non-effective in theory spread spectrum techniques still outperform host-rejection 

methods if a StirMark [Pet98], [Pet00] benchmark is used. On the other hand, the authors 

in [Kov04] argued that the capacity of a spread spectrum technique can be comparable to a 

quantization-based method at high WNR regime, if a proper stochastic model of the host 

signal at the encoder is used to shape the watermark. They showed that if Contrast 

Sensitivity Function (CSF) is used to adapt the watermark spectrum, host interference is 

significantly weakened leading to a noticeable capacity improvement. Following these ideas 

about perceptual adjustment, we based our research on improving spread spectrum using a 

novel perceptual model and state-of the-art error-correction techniques. 
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Chapter 3 Watermarking of  MPEG2 video streams 

3.1 MPEG-2 Standard 

Since the work presented in this Thesis analyses watermarking of MPEG-2 sequences, this 

section provides an overview of the MPEG-2 video coding algorithms and standards. The 

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) is a working group established in 1988 by 

ISO/IEC [Bha97]. MPEG is in charge of the development of international standards for 

compression, decompression, processing, and coded representation of moving pictures, 

audio and their combination. The basic concepts and techniques relevant in the context of 

the MPEG-2 video compression standard are reviewed in this chapter. A more detailed 

description of the MPEG standard can be found in [Mit96] as well as ISO/IEC MPEG-2 

video standard itself [MPG96]. 

3.1.1 Coding Techniques 

Video sequences contain a significant amount of statistical and subjective redundancy 

within and between frames. The goal of video source coding is to reduce the bit-rate for 

storage and transmission by exploring both statistical and subjective redundancies and to 

encode a minimal amount of information using entropy-coding techniques. The 

performance of video compression techniques depends on the amount of redundancy 

contained in the image data as well as on the actual compression techniques used for 

coding. With practical coding schemes a trade-off between coding performance (high 

compression with sufficient quality) and implementation complexity is targeted. 

We can distinguish two different coding techniques: “lossless” and “lossy” coding of the 

video data. The aim of “lossless” coding is to reduce image or video data for storage and 

transmission while retaining the quality of the original images - the decoded image quality is 

required to be identical to the image quality prior to encoding. In contrast the aim of 

“lossy” coding techniques is to meet a given target bit-rate for storage and transmission. In 

these applications, high video compression is achieved by degrading the video quality - the 

decoded image objective quality is reduced compared to the quality of the original images 
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prior to encoding. The smaller is the target bit-rate, the higher is the necessary compression 

of the video data and usually more coding artefacts become visible. The ultimate aim of 

lossy coding techniques is to optimise image quality for a given target bit rate subject to 

objective or subjective optimisation criteria. 

3.1.2 Spatial and Temporal Redundancy 

The MPEG digital video coding techniques are statistical in their nature. Video sequences 

usually contain statistical redundancies in both temporal and spatial directions. The basic 

statistical property upon which MPEG compression techniques rely is inter-pixel 

correlation, including the assumption of simple correlated motion between consecutive 

frames. Thus, it is assumed that the magnitude of a particular image pixel can be predicted 

from nearby pixels within the same frame (using Intra-frame coding techniques) or from 

pixels of a nearby frame (using Inter-frame techniques). The MPEG compression 

algorithms employ Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coding techniques on image blocks 

of 8x8 pixels to efficiently explore spatial correlations between nearby pixels within the 

same image. However, if the correlation between pixels in nearby frames is high, i.e. in 

cases where two consecutive frames have similar or identical content, it is desirable to use 

Inter-frame DPCM coding techniques employing temporal prediction (motion 

compensated prediction between frames). In MPEG video coding schemes an adaptive 

combination of both temporal motion compensated prediction followed by transform 

coding of the remaining spatial information is used to achieve high data compression 

(hybrid DPCM/DCT coding of video). 

3.1.3 MPEG Chrominance Sampling 

Generally, video coding techniques use subsampling and quantization prior to encoding. 

The basic concept of subsampling is to reduce the dimension of the input video (horizontal 

dimension and/or vertical dimension) and thus the number of pixels to be coded prior to 

the encoding process. It is worth noting that for some applications video is also 

subsampled in temporal direction to reduce frame rate prior to coding. At the receiver, the 

decoded images are interpolated for display. This technique may be considered as one of 

the most elementary compression techniques, which also makes use of specific 

characteristics of the HVS and thus removes subjective redundancy contained in the video 

data - i.e. the human eye is more sensitive to changes in brightness than to chromaticity 

changes. Therefore, the MPEG coding schemes first divide the images into YUV 
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components (one luminance and two chrominance components). Next the chrominance 

components are subsampled relative to the luminance component with an Y:U:V ratio 

specific to particular applications (i.e. with the MPEG-2 standard a ratio of 4:1:1 or 4:2:2 is 

used). 

3.1.4 Motion Compensated Prediction 

As it was pointed in section 3.1.2, a key element of the inter frame prediction is motion 

compensation. The concept of motion compensation is based on the estimation of motion 

between video frames. If there is a motion in a video scene, pixels can be described by a 

limited number of motion parameters, that is by motion vectors, and difference from pixels 

in nearby frames. 

Usually both prediction error and motion vectors are transmitted to the receiver. However, 

encoding one motion information with each coded image pixel is generally neither desirable 

nor necessary. Since the spatial correlation between motion vectors is often high, it is 

sometimes assumed that one motion vector is representative for the motion of a "block" of 

adjacent pixels. To this aim images are usually separated into disjoint blocks of pixels (i.e. 

16x16 pixels in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 standards) and only one motion vector is estimated, 

coded and transmitted for each of these blocks. 

In the MPEG compression algorithms the motion compensated prediction techniques are 

used for reducing temporal redundancies between frames and only the prediction error 

images - the difference between original images and motion compensated prediction 

images - are encoded. In general, the correlation between pixels in the motion compensated 

Inter-frame error images to be coded is reduced compared to the correlation properties of 

Intra-frames due to the prediction based on the previous coded frame. 

3.1.5 Transform Domain Coding 

Transform coding has been studied extensively during the last two decades and has become 

a very popular compression method for still image coding and video coding. The purpose 

of Transform coding is to de-correlate the Intra- or Inter-frame error image content and to 

encode Transform coefficients rather than the original pixels of the images. The input 

images are split into disjoint blocks of pixels p (i.e. of size NxN pixels). The transformation 

can be represented as a matrix operation using a NxN Transform matrix T to obtain the 
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NxN transform coefficients c based on a linear, separable and unitary forward 

transformation. 

 TTpTc ⋅⋅=    (3.1.1) 

Here, TT denotes the transpose of the transformation matrix T. Note that the 

transformation is reversible, since the original NxN block of pixels p can be reconstructed 

using a linear and separable inverse transformation  

 TcTp T ⋅⋅=   (3.1.2) 

Upon many possible alternatives the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) applied to smaller 

image blocks of usually 8x8 pixels has become the most successful transform for still image 

and video coding [Ahm84]. In fact, DCT based implementations are used in most image 

and video coding standards due to their high decorrelation performance and the availability 

of fast DCT algorithms suitable for real time implementations. VLSI implementations that 

operate at rates suitable for a broad range of video applications are commercially available 

today. 

A major objective of transform coding is to make as many Transform coefficients as 

possible small enough so that they are insignificant (in terms of statistical and subjective 

measures) and need not to be coded for transmission. At the same time, it is desirable to 

minimize statistical dependencies between coefficients with the aim to reduce the amount 

of bits needed to encode the remaining coefficients. 

Figure 3 depicts the variance (energy) of an 8x8 block of Intra-frame DCT coefficients 

based on the simple statistical model assumption already discussed in equation 3.1.1. The 

figure depicts the variance distribution of DCT-coefficients "typically" calculated as average 

over a large number of image blocks. The variance of the DCT coefficients was calculated 

based on the statistical model used in equation 3.1.1. Coefficients with small variances are 

less significant for the reconstruction of the image blocks than coefficients with large 

variances. As may be depicted from Figure 3, on average only a small number of DCT 

coefficients need to be transmitted to the receiver to obtain a valuable approximate 

reconstruction of the image blocks. Moreover, the most significant DCT coefficients are 

concentrated around the upper left corner (low DCT coefficients) and the significance of 
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the coefficients decays with increased distance. This implies that higher DCT coefficients 

are less important for reconstruction than lower coefficients. 

 

 

Figure 3. Variance distribution of DCT-coefficients [Sch95] 

The DCT is closely related to Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and it is of some 

importance to realize that the DCT coefficients can be given a frequency interpretation 

close to the DFT. Thus, low DCT coefficients relate to low spatial frequencies within 

image blocks and high DCT coefficients to higher frequencies. This property is used in 

MPEG coding schemes to remove subjective redundancies contained in the image data 

based on human visual systems criteria. Since the human viewer is more sensitive to 

reconstruction errors related to the low spatial frequencies than to the high frequencies, a 

frequency adaptive weighting (quantization) of the coefficients according to the human 

visual perception (perceptual quantization) is often employed to improve the visual quality 

of the decoded images for a given bit rate. 

The combination of the two techniques described above - temporal motion compensated 

prediction and transform domain coding - can be seen as the key elements of the MPEG 

coding standards. A third characteristic element of the MPEG algorithms is that these two 

techniques are processed on small image blocks (of typically 16x16 pixels for motion 

compensation and 8x8 pixels for DCT coding). To this reason, the MPEG coding 

algorithms are usually referred to as hybrid block-based DPCM/DCT algorithms. 
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3.1.6 MPEG-2 video stream  

An MPEG-2 stream consists of video, audio and system layer. The system layer wraps 

around the other two layers and provides, among other things, synchronization of video 

and audio streams. From the video watermarking point of view, the most interesting is the 

video stream, which will be briefly described in this section. 

A video sequence (Figure 4) always starts with a sequence header and ends with a sequence 

end code. Between this two there is one or more groups of pictures (GOP). Another 

sequence headers can be inserted anywhere in sequence layer in order to, for example, 

assist in video editing. Inside a group of pictures, a GOP header consists of the 32-bit group 

start code followed by the time and reference information about the GOP. In addition to the 

header, the group of pictures must have at least one picture. More often, a GOP consists of 

an intra picture (I) followed by forward (P) and forward-backward (B) predicted pictures. A 

picture starts with a picture header that bears information about its temporal reference, 

coding type (I, P, B) and forward and backward motion vectors scale and precision (in the 

case of P and B frames). One or more slices follow a picture header. 

 
Figure 4. The layers of a video stream [Mit96] 
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Every picture is divided in to slices. In the beginning of every slice there is necessary data 

about quantization scale followed by optional extra information about slice and coded 

macroblocks. The macroblock header provides the information about the macroblock 

position relative to the position of the previous macroblock in the slice. It also includes the 

type of the macroblock, quantization scale, the motion vectors (if inter-coded macroblock) 

and information about which blocks are actually present in the macroblock. Usually, a 

macroblock consists of four luminance and two chrominance blocks. If a block does not 

contain any information, it is simply skipped.  

A block contains variable-length codes (VLC) of coefficients of an 8x8 DCT block. If a 

macroblock is intra-coded, the first code in a block is difference between DC coefficient of 

the block and the prediction made from the DC coefficient of the pervious coded block. In 

addition, a block may include variable length codes of run-level pairs of AC coefficients, 

where run is number of zero coefficients that precedes the coefficient and level is quantized 

value of the coefficient followed by its sign. Since a number of VLC codes may vary, every 

block must ends with the block end code. 

3.2 MPEG-2 watermarking techniques – State-of-The-Art  

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature aiming at watermarking in the 

MPEG-2 watermarking. Depending on watermarking application requirements, various 

domains have been chosen for inserting the watermark (Figure 5). If the watermark needs 

to be robust against rotation, scaling, translation and diverse intentional attacks, one can 

choose to decompress video frame and to embed a robust watermark in spatial domain. 

However, using these techniques, it is hard if not impossible to meet often required real-

time watermark embedding and detection. On the other hand, a watermarking application 

in professional environment may require only moderate robustness (e.g. against transcoding 

and some video editing), but at the same time may need both embedding and decoding 

done in the real-time. For these purposes, it is better to decompress a bitstream only 

partially and to embed the watermark before computationally expensive operations such as 

inverse DCT and motion compensation. This increase in the speed of the watermarking 

process is traded for its robustness, since robust algorithms that embed the watermark in 

different frame statistics and transform domains (DFT, DWT etc) are discarded.  
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Figure 5. MPEG-2 watermarking- embedding domains 

For spatial domain watermarking, the host MPEG-2 stream must undergo the whole 

decompression process involving inverse variable length coding, inverse quantization, 

inverse discrete cosine transform and motion compensation. After decompression, any 

image watermarking technique, for example LSB modification, but resulting watermarked 

frame must undergo the complete time consuming compression again.  

In such a way, Hartung and Girod employed straightforward spread spectrum approach to 

embed an additive watermark [Har98]. The watermark consisted of a pseudo-random 

sequence, which is the same size as the video frame and modulated by watermark bits. 

Depending on a spreading factor, they reported different, but moderate, levels of 

robustness, such as robustness on further block-wise DCT compression, Gaussian and 

impulse noise addition and low-pass filtering. In addition, they proposed an extension of 

their technique for watermarking in compressed domain. 

More sophisticated method was proposed by Swanson et al. in [Swa97] and [Swa98c]. They 

first segment uncompressed video sequence into scenes. Each scene then undergoes 

temporal wavelet transform giving low-pass and high-pass temporal frames. A perceptually 

shaped pseudo-sequence, which uniquely represents the author of the sequence, is 

embedded into each of the temporal wavelet components. Hence, the watermark 

components that are embedded in the high-pass temporal frames will change rapidly with 
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time, while the ones in the low-pass frames will change slowly or not change at all. This 

makes the watermark highly robust against attacks, such as frame averaging, frame 

dropping, or even detectable from a single frame without knowledge of its location in the 

sequence. Furthermore, the method is robust against severe additive noise attack and 

MPEG video compression. However, the low point of the technique is its complexity, 

which includes forward and backward wavelet transform and complex HVS model based 

on block-wise DCT. 

Deguillaume et al. in [Deg99] and [Deg00] proposed another method that exploits both 

spatial and temporal dimension of a video sequence. A spread spectrum watermark is 

added to the coefficients of a 3-D DFT transformed video block. In addition, a template 

grid is embedded to detect and invert different forms of geometrical and other severe 

attacks. The authors reported robustness against MPEG-2 compression (watermark was 

detectable after compression to 3 Mbps), frame-rate changes and aspect-ratio changes. 

Robustness against frame averaging attack is also achieved by ensuring minimal temporal 

redundancy of the watermark. 

Kalker et al. [Kal99] have developed a video watermarking method that embeds watermark 

pattern of size 128x128 drawn from Gaussian distribution and repeated to fill the video 

frame. To avoid visible artifacts, the watermark amplitude is scaled with a scaling factor 

computed using a Laplacian high-pass filter. For the watermark detection, a correlation 

detector is used after applying matched filtering to boost the detection performance. To 

make the watermark shift invariant, cycling convolution in the FFT domain is performed. 

The watermark can convey up to about 35–50 bits/s and is claimed to be robust against 

MPEG-2 compression down to 2 Mbps, format conversion, scaling and addition of noise. 

Following this work, Kalker and Haitsma [Hai01] proposed to insert the watermark by 

exploiting temporal axis only and changing the mean luminance of a frame. They were 

targeting threat of illegal copying by handheld video cameras. The watermark was 

detectable even after severe attack conditions such as handheld camera, recording from 

different angles, slightly rotated, with zoom changes and with people passing between the 

camera and the screen. 

The more recent spatial domain technique, proposed by Niu et al. [Niu02], aims to 

robustness against rotation, scaling and translation. Two watermarks are embedded along 

with the time-axis template to recover after potential geometric distortions. The watermark 
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information is protected using Hamming error correction coding and Direct Sequence 

Code Division Multiple Access is introduced to generate the watermarks. The authors 

reported robustness against the RST attacks, bending and shearing of frames, MPEG-2 

lossy compression, color-space conversion, and frame dropping attacks. 

All these techniques that demand complete recompression showed impressive results for 

robustness, but for many applications they are prohibitively expensive. On the other side of 

the spectrum of video watermarking techniques, are low-complexity methods, which 

however, are modeled to resist only some weak non-intentional attacks that are specific for 

the environment in which a method tends to be used. Such a technique was proposed by 

Linnartz et al. [Lin98] to embed information in the GOP structure of the MPEG-2 

compressed video. In MPEG-2 standard, GOP consists of an intra-coded I frame, coded 

by exploiting only spatial redundancy, followed by a sequence of P and B frames, frames 

predicted from previous frames and frames predicted from previous and successive frames, 

respectively. The picture type is signaled in the picture header. In theory, for a GOP of N 

frames there are 2N-1 possible mixtures of P and B frames giving a possibility to embed N-1 

bits in to the GOP. Linnartz et al. propose a scheme where they embed 6 bits of 

information per GOP of 12 frames yielding few bytes per second. The watermark must be 

embedded during compression, since after compression the GOP structure is already fixed. 

Also any recompression will remove the watermark completely. Advantage of this 

technique is however, extremely low complexity. 

Another method with negligibly low complexity has been proposed by Jordan et al [Jor97] 

aiming at watermarking of compressed video. The idea was to embed information by 

slightly modifying motion vectors that point to flat areas in pseudo-random manner. Since 

the modified vectors point to blocks that are very similar to blocks pointed by original 

vectors, the method does not introduce any visible artifacts. As long as the video is in 

compressed format, the embedded information can be completely retrieved from the 

motion vectors, but the watermark can be also retrieved after decompression by first 

recompressing the video. A probability that the motion vectors will be the same, after 

recompression, is high enough to statistically recover the watermark. 

In order to find the proper trade-off between complexity and robustness, Langelaar et al. 

propose two different information embedding schemes for compressed video [Lan98]. The 

first method adds the label directly into variable length codes of DCT coefficients. This 
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method can be viewed as an LSB method that works in the compressed domain. In the 

MPEG-2 variable-length code tables it is possible to find pairs of codes which represent 

the same run and levels that deviate only by one from each other. Depending on 

watermarking bit, one of the two codes in the pair is chosen.  The authors reported that 

they were able to embed up to 7 Kbps into TV resolution video compressed at 8 Mbps by 

watermarking only I frames and 29 Kbps if inter-coded frames are watermarked too. 

However, they admit that the label can be removed easily by decompression and 

recompression with preserving video quality. 

The second method proposed by Langelaar et al., named Differential Energy 

Watermarking (DEW), is more complex, but also more robust. For each information bit to 

be embedded, a set of [ ]64,16∈n  8x8 blocks is pseudo-randomly taken from the frame 

and divided into two subsets of equal size. The energy of the high-frequency content is 

reduced by removing high-frequency coefficients in one of the subset depending on the 

watermarking bit. The method has relatively low complexity, since it requires only partial 

decoding of the bit-stream. The reported capacity is up to 420 bps for TV resolution video 

encoded at 8 Mbps. The method is relatively robust to MPEG-2 compression. If the 

watermarked video is compressed to 6 Mbps, only 7% of watermark bits are wrongly 

decoded, but at 4 Mbps bit-error rate is increased to 38 %. In addition, to avoid visible 

blurring due to removal of high-frequency content, the embedding parameters must be 

adjusted carefully. In [Lan01], the authors also proposed to use Hamming error correction 

coding to improve robustness of the method. It is also worth of mentioning that Hefei 

Ling et al proposed slightly different technique called Differential Number Watermarking 

(DNW) [Hef04]. The authors proposed to change number of high-frequency coefficients 

rather then the energy in the high-frequency content. They claim that their method is less 

complex, more robust and that capacity is doubled. 

Lu et al. proposed a robust real-time technique in VLC domain based on watermarking 

with side information [Lu02]. For N macroblocks in the video stream, they define u(i) as a 

mean value of levels in the i-th macroblock and ni as a number of VLC codes in i-th 

macroblock. A watermark bit is embedded into the normalized difference mean value of 

the macroblock. They also define )i(u as a mean filtered value obtained from u(i). The 

watermark bit is embedded into normalized difference between u(i) and corresponding 

mean filtered value )i(u . The authors reported relatively good robustness against 

compression, sharpening, additive noise, frame averaging, frame-rate changing, mean 
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filtering and I frame dropping. The watermark was detected in 12 seconds for a video that 

needs 182 seconds to be decoded.  

Many authors recognized DCT and quantized DCT domain watermarking as a good  trade-

off between watermarking complexity and robustness of a watermark. Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT) and inverse DCT are most complex operations in the MPEG-2 

encoding and decoding chain. Therfore, embedding a watermark in DCT coefficients can 

still be performed in real-time, while comparing to VLC domain, more complex 

manipulations that produce more robust watermark can be used. 

Busch et al. [Bus99] based their video watermarking scheme on the Zhao-Koch still-image 

DCT watermarking algorithm [Koc95]. Although Busch method was actually made to 

embed the watermark into the luminance component of the uncompressed video by 

performing DCT transform, we include it here since it can be easily modified to embed 

watermark into compressed domain before inverse DCT. The watermark is embedded by 

forcing a predefined relation between a pair of DCT coefficients from appropriate sub-

band of a pseudo-randomly chosen DCT block. To minimize perceptual impact of the 

watermark, especially at edges, blocks are selected according to the block activity. 

Depending on the sequence, the authors reported bit error rates between 0 and 50% if a 

64-bit watermark is embedded into each frame of ITU-R 601 video and retrieved after 

MPEG-2 compression at 4–6 Mbps. To improve the robustness in critical sequences, they 

proposed to repeat watermark in 25 or 50 consecutive frames. Presented results show that 

integrating over 25 frames is sufficient for high accuracy. 

Hsu and Wu extended their image watermarking method [Hsu96] to compressed video 

watermarking [Hsu98]. To embed the watermark, they modify middle-frequency DCT 

coefficients in relation to neighboring blocks. In I frames modification is done relative to 

preceding neighboring blocks from the same frame, while in P and B frames relative to 

neighboring blocks from the previous frame. The watermark signal is a logo consisting of 

binary pixels. The watermark logo is scrambled prior embedding, so it can be detected 

from the cropped video. A major drawback of this method is non-blind detection, so the 

original unwatermarked video is needed in the detection process. 

Agung and Sweeney proposed to embed watermark into DC coefficients of image blocks 

[Agu04]. They argued that the DC coefficient is much larger then the AC components of a 

block and therefore easier to modify, and much more robust against the standard image 
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and video processing. Multiplicative rule was used to embed watermark with a scaling 

factor chosen according to a block texture. In addition, they proposed to encode the 

watermark with a Reed-Solomon code prior embedding to increase robustness. The results 

show relatively low robustness against MPEG-2 compression, but relatively good 

robustness against frame dropping and averaging when non-oblivious detection is used.  

One of the pioneering, and arguably most cited, works aiming at watermarking in the DCT 

domain is the Hartung and Girod extension of their spatial domain technique mentioned 

earlier [Har98]. The watermark, consisted of a sequence of bits {-1,-1}, is spread by a large 

chip-rate factor (the authors used different values from 10+4 to 10+8), modulated by pseudo-

random sequence and then organized into frames, which are the same size as video frames. 

The watermark sequence can be also amplified by a factor α , which can be adjusted 

according to local properties of the frame (authors used constant values from 1 to 5). To 

embed watermark to a DCT block of the video frame, an 8x8 block from the same relative 

position in the watermark frame is DCT transformed and added to the block. If 

watermarking of an AC coefficient yields a Huffman code that is longer then from the 

original unwatermarked coefficient, watermarking is discarded for that coefficient in order 

to preserve the bit-rate of the sequence. Due to the bit-rate preserving, percentage of 

watermarked non-zero DCT coefficients is reported to be 10-20%. The watermark signal is 

embedded into all frames of the video sequence (I, P, B frames). In order to suppress a 

propagation of the embedding distortion through the frames due to temporal prediction, 

the authors introduced drift compensation signal that is the difference of the motion 

compensated predictions from the unwatermarked and the watermarked sequence. Since 

this technique was considered as a started point of this research, further dissemination of 

the technique is given in the following chapter. 

This technique had the major impact on the digital video watermarking research. Many 

authors were influenced by the work of Hartung and Girod: [Chu98], [Sim02], [Amb01], 

[Are00], [Pra04]. Chung et al. proposed to use direct sequence spread spectrum method 

during MPEG-2 compression process. They argued that if a watermark is embedded during 

compression, drift compensation is unnecessary and amount of information is increased, 

since there is no need for bit-rate preserving. The authors introduced a new model for 

perceptual adjustment based on block classification in DCT domain according to its 

edginess and texture energy. Although the model gives quite promising results, some of the 

parameters, such as the mean value of block activity, need to be calculated on the whole 
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video frame making the model more computationally expensive then the model that can 

perform the embedding process at one block in time. The results showed the detection rate 

above 97% when 120 bits is embedded into CCIR601 recommended video sequences 

(704pixels x 480 lines x 30Hz) and almost the same video quality as MPEG-2 video 

without watermark embedding.  

Simitopoulos et al. proposed improved perceptual adjustment model and to add watermark 

bits to quantized DCT coefficients [Sim02], [Sim04]. They have used Chung classification 

model [Chu98] to find suitable coefficients for embedding and Watson JND model in 

DCT domain to adjust the amplitude of the watermark. The watermarking scheme was 

reported to be able to withstand attacks such as transcoding, and filtering, and even 

geometric attacks, if methods for reversing such attacks are incorporated. 

Ambroze et al. [Amb01] also based their model on the Hartung-Girod technique and 

examined the capacity improvement provided by forward error control (FEC) coding and 

perceptual adjustment based on Watson JND model. Watermarking itself was carried out 

in the DCT domain using additive rule. They found that using multiple parallel 

concatenated convolutional codes (3PCCCs) can give an order improvement in capacity for 

compressed video, and typically gives 0.5 Kbps capacity under a combined compression 

geometric attack. 

To reduce the bit-error rate of the Hartung-Girod technique, Arena et al. [Are00] 

implemented interleaved encoding technique and some form of spatial and frequency 

masking. Interleaved encoding is applied by spreading each watermarking bit in an integer 

number of non adjacent macroblocks. In order to control the watermark invisibility, a DCT 

block is first partitioned in seven logarithmically spaced subbands in the frequency domain. 

The activity factor is computed as the power of the signal in the subband in which the 

coefficient lies. To get the watermarking amplitude, the activity factor is then elevated 

proportionally to the quantization factor in the MPEG quantization matrix to account for 

different frequency sensitivity, the absolute value of the DCT coefficient of the image, in 

order to exploit local frequency masking and the visibility factor for the different gray level 

sensitivity. Using these improvements, the authors reported that they were able to embed 

36 bits per I frame with a bit-error rate of 1.6% after transcoding to 2 Mbps. 

Pranata et al. were examining bit-rate control mechanism in Hartung-Girod technique 

[Pra04]. They proposed bit-rate control scheme that evaluates the combined bit lengths of a 
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set of watermarked VLC codewords, and successively replaces watermarked coefficients 

that introduced the largest increase of the set length with the corresponding original 

coefficients until a target bit length is achieved. Their experimental results showed that this 

bit-rate control scheme improved the robustness against transcoding attacks. 

Depending on the point of the watermark insertion described state-of-the-art methods 

range from complex and computationally expensive, such as spatial domain methods, to 

low complexity methods [Lin98]. However, in general higher complexity also means that 

the embedded watermark will be more robust. Having this in mind, embedding domain 

needs to be carefully chosen. For watermarking of compressed video watermarks can be 

embedded in the DCT coefficients [Har98], in VLC codewords [Lan98], in the motion 

vectors [Jor97], or in the GOP structure [Lin98]. Finally, after consideration of the 

embedding domain for particular complexity requirements, techniques, such as amplitude 

adjustment, need to be carefully employed to give an appropriate trade-off between 

imperceptibility, capacity and robustness. 
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Chapter 4 MPEG-2 compressed domain data embedding 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, methods that are used are described in particular technical aspects of bit 

spreading and embedding into the DCT coefficients of an MPEG-2 video sequence. 

Targeted watermarking application is pointed out and set of requirements that needs to be 

fulfilled with the respect to the application and embedding domain is defined. With a 

careful consideration of these requirements and watermarking techniques presented in the 

previous chapters, spread-spectrum watermarking was seen as a technique that can be 

adjusted to meet the requirements of the chosen application. 

As a starting point, the compressed watermarking spread spectrum technique proposed by 

Hartung and Girod [Har98] is described and its strong and weak points are pointed out. To 

meet given requirements, it was essential to find novel solutions that will improve weak 

parts of the technique. We proposed to do both embedding and watermark extraction in 

DCT domain. This significantly lowered computational cost and gave opportunity for 

implementation of a low computational method for watermark adjustment in DCT 

domain.  

In section 4.5, we are proposing a novel method for watermark bit spreading called block-

wise random watermark bits interleaving. Implementation of the method resulted in 

similar detection probability for each watermarking bit, since the bits are spread evenly 

through textured, edge and plain area of the video image. In addition, with the interleaved 

bit spreading, distribution of detection values can be approximated with normal 

distribution giving much easier way for theoretical analysis of the watermarking system 

performance.  

Important aspects of embedding in the DCT domain are described, followed by a novel 

approach to bit-rate preservation called bit-rate control on the macroblock level. The 

chapter ends with a detailed mathematical analysis of watermark decoding, error rate and 

capacity boundaries. 
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4.2 Targeted watermarking application and requirements 

As a starting point for any watermarking research, the application that technique will be 

used for and its requirements need to be properly set up. This Thesis is based on data 

embedding and indexing application. The initial aim was to embed 64-bits Digital Item 

Identifier (DII) directly to MPEG2 stream in efficient, imperceptible and robust way. The 

DII is a serial number that uniquely identifies a piece of content and can be used as a 

pointer to metadata that describes the content. The reason for using the DII is that the 

capacity needed for embedding the DII is smaller then the capacity needed for embedding 

the metadata. In addition, unlike the metadata, the DII does not change according to 

contextual environments and thus it is much more suitable for long-term information 

hiding. Watermark decoding must be fast and needs to be carried out in the compressed 

domain. This requirement is important because the video bit-stream will only be partially 

decoded during the watermark extraction. 

The next requirement refers to the minimum size of the video segment from which it will 

be  possible to extract the DII. This minimum duration of the watermarking video segment 

is often defined as 5 seconds (The European Broadcasting Union video-watermarking 

requirements [Che02]). For the PAL television standard this can be seen as 125 frames (5s 

x 25 f/s). Since typical GOP size for MPEG-2 compression is 15 frames and every GOP 

have one I frame, the minimum size of the watermarking segment can be defined as 8 I 

frames. In this way only 8 frames need to be processed in watermark decoder, so extraction 

can be performed in real-time. On the other hand, due to temporal compression, the 

embedding space in inter-frames is considerably lower, so this can be seen as reasonable 

trade-off between the capacity and the computational cost. 

In a particular scenario, we are targeting professional users and professional environment, 

so intentional attacks are not expected, but preserving the video quality and the high 

reliability of detection are strongly desired. Because of this, other technical challenges that 

need to be tackled are: 

• Embedding and decoding of watermark with high imperceptibility. 

• Robustness to video editing processes, e.g., colour adjustment, logo insertion, bit-rate 

changing, cross-fade, etc. 
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• High decoding rate. 

To meet these requirements, we decided to start with an implementation of a spread 

spectrum technique proposed by Hartung and Girod in [Har98] as it can be regarded as a 

cornerstone of the video watermarking research. In addition, several improvements in 

watermark composition, strength adjustment, bit-rate preserving are described in following 

sections. 

4.3 Spread spectrum watermarking in the compressed domain 

Spread spectrum technique proposed in [Har98] introduces watermarking of uncompressed 

video and then adapts the technique to the compressed domain. This technique uses well-

established methods from spread spectrum communication theory, where a narrow-band 

signal is transmitted via a wide-band channel by frequency spreading. In the case of 

watermarking, the idea is to transmit the watermark signal as a narrow-band signal using the 

video signal that acts as the wide-band channel.  

 

Figure 6. Spread spectrum watermarking scheme proposed in [Har98] 

In the uncompressed domain, the watermark signal is usually spread using a large chip 

factor, amplified afterwards, modulated by a pseudo-noise sequence and finally added 
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directly to the video pixels. This scheme is efficient for watermarking before compression 

of the video. However, when large archives of already compressed video content are 

available, embedding in the compressed domain is required. Due to the performance 

constraints in terms of computational efficiency and degradation, re-encoding and 

watermarking in the pixel domain is not feasible. Therefore, watermarking need to be done 

in the compressed domain. For this purpose, the authors in [Har98] proposed to add a 

similarly prepared watermark signal directly to DCT coefficients of the compressed video. 

The scheme (Figure 6) can be divided in the following steps: 

• Spreading every watermark bit with chip factor rc (suggested value is 633600 so the 

watermark data rate is roughly 16 bits per second), modulating by binary pseudo-noise 

sequence and amplifying by constant amplitude. 

• Arranging this signal into the frames having the same size as the video frames. 

• For each 8x8 block DCT of the video (both intra and inter coded blocks), 

corresponding 8x8 block of the watermark signal is DCT transformed and added to the 

block. 

• Each coefficient of the watermarked block is written to the new bit-stream if  its 

Variable Length Code (VLC) is smaller or equal to the VLC of the original coefficient. 

Otherwise, the original coefficient is written, so the bit-rate is preserved (i.e. not 

increased). 

• All other parts of the original video stream (system and audio layer, headers, motion 

vectors, etc) are copied to the new bit-stream. 

Hartung and Girod embedded 16 bits per second and were able to decode watermark bits 

with Bit Error Rate (BER) of 5x10-3. They also reported that the watermark embedded with 

amplitude 5 is hardly visible (only in direct comparison with the original). These results do 

not meet the requirements described at the beginning of this chapter in terms of BER and 

high imperceptibility. In the following sections, we are proposing several adjustments that 

improve the performance of the spread spectrum watermarking. 
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4.4 Decoding in DCT domain 

The technique presented in the previous section was developed to closely match the 

authors’ scheme in uncompressed domain. They wanted to embed the watermark in a 

compressed MPEG-2 video sequence that will be possible to extract with their decoder 

made for uncompressed domain scenario, i.e. to decode the watermark in the 

uncompressed domain. One can notice that this is not the ideal solution in the terms of 

computational costs. The scheme that uses decoding in DCT domain, directly from DCT 

coefficients will be more efficient, since there will be no need for IDCT in the decoder. 

The encoder efficiency is also increased, since DCT transformation of watermarking signal 

is avoided (Figure 7). 

The watermark is embedded in AC coefficients in order to avoid visual artefacts in the 

mean luminance of the block. In that way, the DC coefficient of the block can be regarded 

as noise from watermarking point of view and can be expelled from correlation in the 

decoder. This has similar effect on the decoder performance as the high-pass filtering 

proposed in [Har98]. 

 

Figure 7. Proposed watermarking scheme 
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Another positive outcome of this solution is that watermark amplitude adjustment is 

performed in the DCT domain. The amplitude of the watermark signal is locally adjusted 

using only information from corresponding DCT block of the host signal. The most 

appealing approach for amplitude adjustment is Just Noticeable Difference (JND) 

modelling that is widely used for calculation of image differences perceptible by human 

visual system. In the proposed scheme, two models were considered: widely used Watson 

JND model [Wat93] and its extension with block classification proposed by Zhang et al in 

[Zha05]. Analysis of the two models, comparison of their performances and a new model 

that combines good characteristics of these two models are given in Chapter 5. 

It is also worth noticing in Figure 7 that the watermarking bits are spread in block-by-block 

fashion. Consider the watermark signal with the chip factor of four frame widths and 

spreading in line-by-line fashion. An odd watermark bit will then be spread across mainly 

low-frequency DCT coefficients, while an even one will be embedded in high frequency 

areas. Because of compression, there will be many zero DCT coefficients in high frequency 

content, so even watermark bits will much harder to decode. The block-by-block spreading 

also gives an easy way to manipulate with watermarking bits and considerable increase in 

decoding rate using bits interleaving. 
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4.5 Block-wise random watermark bits interleaving 

The spread spectrum scheme in Figure 6 has another major drawback. As already 

mentioned in the previous section, the watermarking bits are spread in line-by-line fashion. 

Every watermark bit is embedded in one part of the frame. If the particular area mainly 

consists of plain blocks, locally adjusted amplitude will be small as well as number of non-

zero DCT coefficients, so the bit embedded in that area will be hard to decode. For 

example, if the bit is embedded in the clear blue-sky area of a landscape video, it will be 

much harder to decode the bit then the other one embedded in a highly textured grass or 

wood area. 

Figure 8. Interleaved watermark bits spreading 

To have a similar detection probability, the bits need to be spread evenly through textured, 

edge and plain area. One way of doing this is to spread watermarking bits randomly 

through the frame. We are proposing to embed bits as shown in Figure 8, where index i is 

derived by following formula: 

  ⎟
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⎜
⎝
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⋅
= n,i)HW,rnd(modi f64

1  (4.5.1) 

where W and H are frame width and height, rnd(a,b)  gives pseudo-random integer between 

a and b, [1,8]∈fi   is watermarking frame number and n is number of watermarking bits. 
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Every bit is spread 63 times (63 AC coefficients) in 
n
HW
⋅
⋅

64
 blocks in every of eight frames. 

Frame index if is included in (4.5.1) to avoid the same spreading pattern in the frames. In 

the watermarking decoder, the same pseudo-random generator needs to be used and the 

result of correlation is added to i-th of n correlation sums, where i is derived by the formula 

(4.5.1). 

The improvements made with pseudo-random interleaving are illustrated in Figure 9. The 

figure presents distribution of the correlation sums according to their values in the case of 

interleaved and non-interleaved spreading. The results are given for embedding 512 bits per 

8 frames in the “Cactus and Comb” video. All watermarking bits are chosen to be +1 for 

the sake of clearer presentation, so detection error is registered when the sign of the 

correlation sum for particular bit is negative. 

It can be seen that there were no detection errors if the pseudo-random interleaving is 

used. All results are closely distributed around the mean watermark amplitude. Without 

interleaving, some bits are embedded in the textured areas and have high detection values, 

while others are embedded in the plain areas and do not have enough watermark power to 

be correctly detected. Figure 9 also shows that in the case of interleaved watermark bits 

distribution of the detection results can be fitted with normal distribution, which gives a 

relatively easy way for theoretical analysis of the watermarking system performance. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of detection results for two schemes (512 bits per 8 frames 

embedded in the “Cactus and Comb” video)  
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4.6 Bit-rate control on the macroblock level 

One important property of a video bit-stream is its bit-rate. A transmitting channel has its 

own particular capacity, so the bit-rate of the video stream needs to be chosen to comply 

with the capacity of the channel. Therefore, watermarking or any other process on a 

compressed video bit-stream must not increase its bit-rate. 

Hartung and Girod approach to this problem was to compare sizes of Huffman VLC 

codes for the watermarked (n1) and the original coefficient (n0). If n1 ≤ n0 then the VLC of 

the watermarked coefficients is written in the new bit-stream, otherwise the original is 

written. Consequently, a number of altered DCT coefficients will be drastically lowered. 

Authors reported that typically 10-20% of DCT coefficients are altered, depending on 

GOP structure, bit-rate and the video-sequence itself. 

The MPEG-2 video bit-stream is divided into packets. Every packet has the size of the 

packet written in the packet header. Concerning the bit-rate, we can change the coefficients 

as much as we like as long as the size of the packet is not altered. Hence, DCT coefficients 

that have n1 > n0 can be written in the new bit-stream if they increase the bit-rate as much as 

the other watermarked coefficients decrease the bit-rate. This can be controlled on the 

macroblock level with three controlling variables: 

• Pack_Diff – Controlling the difference between the original and the new packet 

• MB_Rd_Cnt – The size in bits of the macroblock read from the original stream 

• MB_Wr_Cnt – The size of the watermarked macroblock that is going to be written to 

the new stream. 

In the encoder, firstly the macroblock is read from the stream. For every AC coefficient of 

the original luminance block, MB_Rd_Cnt is increased by the coefficient VLC length n0. 

After the watermark embedding, all coefficients are VLC coded. For every AC coefficient 

of the watermarked luminance block, its VLC length n1 is added to MB_Wr_Cnt and VLC 

difference between watermarked and original coefficient (n1 - n0) is stored in an array. 

Before writing watermarked macro block in the new stream, following condition is 

checked: 

 MB_Wr_Cnt ≤ MB_Rd_Cnt+ Pack_Diff (4.6.1) 
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If the condition is not satisfied, the watermarked AC coefficient with the biggest VLC 

difference is swapped with the original one and MB_Wr_Cnt is decreased by the 

coefficient’s VLC difference. The condition (4.6.1) is checked again and the process is 

repeated until it is not satisfied. Macro block is then written in the new stream and 

Pack_Diff is recalculated: 

 Pack_Diffnew = MB_Rd_Cnt+ Pack_Diffold - MB_Wr_Cnt (4.6.2) 

If Pack_Diff is bigger then zero at the end of the packet zeros are added to compensate the 

difference in the packet size. 

Percentage of altered AC coefficients depends on the several compressed stream 

properties. If quantization steps are high, there is possibility that some coefficients will not 

be altered since watermarked level is smaller then the quantization step. This can be 

avoided with careful watermark amplitude adjustment. On the other hand, if an altered 

coefficient has a zero value, the original one needs to be written, since the number of zero 

coefficients must not be changed because of run level coding (increasing the run of the 

preceding zero coefficients significantly increase the VLC of a coefficient). 

Table 1 depicts improvements achieved with the new method for bit-rate preserving. Six 

standard test sequences (MPEG-2, PAL, 358 frames, 704x576, 25 fps, GOP structure 

IBBP, GOP size 12, bit-rate 6 Mbps) were watermarked with same embedding parameters, 

once with the Hartung and Girod bit-rate preserving and once with bit-rate preserving on 

the macroblock level. It can be seen that the percentage of altered AC coefficients is almost 

doubled in comparison with the Hartung and Girod scheme. 

Table 1. Percentage of altered AC coefficients in I frames 

Video Sequence Hartung-Girod Proposed method
Table Tennis 32.26% 61.47% 
Cactus and Comb 26.80% 50.46% 
Flower Garden 35.74% 65.52% 
Mobile and Calendar 27.49% 49.25% 
Susie 28.05% 58.21% 
BBC3 21.39% 37.06% 
Average 28.62% 53.66% 
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4.7 Watermark decoding and error analysis 

Watermark decoding is straightforward using a correlation receiver. If there is no attack, 

received data r is equal to the watermarked one y. The data is correlated with the same 

pseudo sequence p used in embedding process resulting in n correlation sums: 

 ∑ ⋅=
i

ii
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j py
N

s 1  (4.7.1) 

where elements are summed over blocks given by interleaving formula used in encoder 

(4.5). Nj is number of non-zero AC coefficients in blocks in which bit bj is embedded. 

Substituting yj with embedding formula 4.3.1 becomes: 
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Let all embedded bits bj be equal +1. As shown in section 4.4, since bits are randomly 

embedded we can assume that samples are independent and identically distributed (iid), so 

following the central limit theorem sj has approximately normal distribution: 
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where αμ  is the mean amplitude of the watermark over the embedding window (8 frames). 

The variance of js  is given by mean power of non-zero DCT coefficient 2x over the 

embedding window divided by the mean number of non zero coefficients in the blocks 

n
NN nz= , since from the first term of the equation 4.7.2  the main source of noise 

arises from cross-correlation between pseudo-noise sequence with non-zero DCT 

coefficients. Nnz  is number of non-zero coefficients in embedding window. 

The mean amplitude αμ is calculated in encoder after quantization of watermarked 

coefficients in order to include the quantization effect on the watermarked amplitude: 
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The performance of the watermarking system in the terms of the decoding reliability can be 

measured by bit error rate. The bit error rate (BER) is the number of measured wrongly 

decoded bits divided by the number of embedded bits. The bit-error probability can also be 

theoretically derived for the specific stochastic model of the watermarking process. 

It was already shown in the section 4.4 that detection value s have normal distribution over 

the embedding window, so the bit rate error can be defined as probability: 
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where BERe is estimated bit error rate, )Φ( ⋅  is standard normal cumulative distribution 

function and SNR is a signal-to-noise ratio. Since the SNR is highly dependent on 

characteristics of the video segment, the BERe will take wide range of values. For that 

reason, let us first look at how BERe can be estimated on longer video sequences.  

The video sequence used in this experiment is consisting of 11 standard test sequences 

(Table Tennis, Cactus and Comb, Flower Garden, Mobile and Calendar, Susie, BBC3, 

Balloon-pops, Tempete, Football, Sailboat, City). Watermark embedding process is 

repeated L=35 times (i.e. 35 x n bits is embedded in the whole sequence, where n is the 

number of watermarking bits embedded in the 8-frame window). 

Distribution of detection values is shown in Figure 10. Since characteristics of the video 

sequence are changed with time and watermark bits are embedded in different time slots, 

assumptions about iid samples no longer stands, so detection values are not normally 

distributed. However, distribution in Figure 10 can be modelled as a mixture of L normal 

distributions with mean equal to locally derived mean watermark amplitude (over 

embedding window) and variance equal to locally derived mean power of non-zero DCT 

coefficient divided by the number of them. 
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Figure 10. Distribution of detection for long sequence (256 embedded in 8 frames 35 

times) 

Probability density function )sf( of the detection values distribution can be mathematically 

formulated as: 
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Since there is a same number of bits embedded in every embedding window, mixing 

probabilities are equal: 
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Given the probability density function (4.7.7), the bit error rate can be estimated with: 
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where SNRl is signal-to-noise ratio in l-th video segment. The bit error rate can be also 

measured at the decoder side: 
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where e is number of wrongly detected bits and n is number of bits in one embedding 

window. Comparison between estimated and measured bit error rate depending on n is 

given in Table 2 and Figure 11. 

Estimated and measured BER values for more then 256 bits embedded per 8 frames show 

close matching between the model and the detection values distribution. Small differences 

can be explained with assumption made that variance of mean amplitude over the 

embedding window is much smaller then the noise arises from cross-correlation between 

pseudo-noise sequence with non-zero DCT coefficients. For 64 and 128 bits per 

embedding window, departures are bigger as a consequence of the small number of 

observed bits (in first case 35x64=2240 and in latter 4480), so measured BER values have 

relatively low accuracy (4.46 x 10-4 and 2.23 x 10-4 respectively). 

Table 2. Estimated and measured bit error rates values 

n Estimated BER Measured BER 
64 6.474 x 10-7 ≈0 
128 9.692 x 10-5 2.232 x 10-4 

256 1.462 x 10-3 1.671 x 10-3 

512 6.806 x 10-3 7.860 x 10-3 

1024 1.909 x 10-2 2.022 x 10-2 
2048 4.618 x 10-2 5.116 x 10-2 
4096 9.695 x 10-2 1.082 x 10-1 
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Figure 11. Bit error rate curves – measured and estimated 

From Figure 11, it is clear that for the given watermarking system, maximum 64 bits can be 

embedded in 8 I frames of the video sequence in order to have reliable detection  

(BER<10-5). However, there should still be room for the capacity improvement. 

In this section, we showed how BER can be estimated for long video sequences. This 

experiment gave us opportunity to analyze wide range of embedding windows. It was 

spotted that relatively high BER values are mainly due to embedding in “BBC3” video 

sequence. This sequence consists of edge and plain (Figure 12) blocks, leading to a low 

watermark power and at the same time it has relatively high mean power of non-zero DCT 

coefficients, giving low SNR ratio. It is evident that in the given setup maximum number of 

bits that can be embedded is determined by the “BBC3” sequence. Hence, in the following 

sections all experiments concerning BER and watermark capacity will be conducted on this 

particular sequence.  
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Figure 12. Frame from “BBC3” video sequence 

4.8 Capacity boundaries 

The watermark capacity is bounded by imperceptibility requirements. Given the watermark 

power embedded with amplitude adjustment method used in the previous section (Zhang 

JND method with w=0.5 as described in section 5.4), we were able to embed 128 bits in a 5 

seconds video segment with BER ~10-4. However, before experimenting with the 

amplitude adjustment methods and error correction coding to increase capacity, it would be 

useful to find out what is the actual capacity boundary given the embedded signal power. 

Watermark embedding can be regarded as communication over a noisy channel. The noise 

in the channel is originated by the video itself and by the attacks and is independent of the 

watermark message b. If there are no attacks, watermarking message is communicated via 

Gaussian channel with the noise originated from non-zero DCT coefficients 

)x,(N~ 20x . Let us first assume that input watermark signal has Gaussian distribution 

),(N~ 20 αμb , which maximizes mutual information between the input and the output 

signal.  
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For such a communication system, Claude Shannon stated in his famous theorem [Sha48] 

that maximum channel capacity is given by the following formula (Appendix A): 

 )
N
S(log);I(maxC

SEX
GAUSS 2

+==
≤

1
2
1

2YX  (4.8.1) 

The maximum channel capacity is given in bits/dimension, where the dimension in the 

given watermarking channel is a number of non-zero DCT coefficients in the 8-I frame 

window Nnz divided by the number of watermarking bits n. Signal-to-noise ratio can be 

expressed as: 

 
2

2

xn
N

N
S nz αμ⋅=  (4.8.2) 

where αμ  is mean watermarking amplitude and 2x is mean power of DCT coefficients 

over the embedding window.  

Shannon’s main theorem also asserts that communication with error probabilities as small 

as desired is possible if the transmission rate is smaller then the given channel capacity. This 

can be achieved by an appropriate encoding and decoding operation. However, Shannon 

theory does not say anything about how to achieve this limit. 

As already stated, maximum capacity in (4.8.1) is achievable if an input signal is a Gaussian 

signal. However, in the given watermarking system we are restricted to BPSK (Binary 

Phase Shift Keying) signalling, since watermarking bits are taking only two values either +1 

or -1. In that way, since the input signal is no longer ideal for the given channel, mutual 

information between the input and the output signal will not be maximal leading to a lower 

maximum achievable capacity (Appendix B): 
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 (4.8.3) 

Equation (4.8.3) is solvable numerically and represents the actual capacity boundary of our 

watermarking system. Two capacity boundaries are given in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Capacity of AWGN channel for BPSK and Gaussian signalling  

As can be seen from the Figure 13, it is possible to achieve bit error rate of 10-5 with BPSK 

signalling and signal-to-noise ratio of 9.6 dB. It will be shown in the chapter 5 that indeed 

with the proposed method for amplitude adjustment we were able to embed a message 192 

bits long into the BBC sequence with an SNR of 9.5 dB and no errors on 105 embedded 

bits. 

On other hand, to approach the capacity limit error correction coding techniques can be 

used. All rates for given SNR levels bellow BPSK curve on Figure 13 are achievable using 

an appropriate coding technique. Turbo codes [Ber93] with iterative decoding come close 

to the Shannon limit capacity. Hence, turbo coder with rate ½ and frame size of 65536 bits 

achieved BER of 10-5 with SNR of only 0.7 dB and longer turbo codes can come even 

closer to the capacity limit. However, since SNR is decreasing rapidly with the number of 

embedded bits (equation 4.8.2), we are restricted to shorter frame sizes (~300 bits) and 

suboptimal performance of an error correction coding technique. Further discussion on the 

coding gain that can be achieved with turbo coding is given in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 Perceptual Adjustment in DCT domain 

5.1 Introduction 

One of the main watermarking requirements in a professional environment is high 

imperceptibility of the watermark. The watermarked material has to preserve the quality 

and at the same time to have high-fidelity, i.e. must be indistinguishable from the original. 

Having this in mind, the local amplitude of the watermark needs to be carefully chosen in 

order to maximize the watermark capacity and at the same time to minimize perceptual 

distortions. 

In this chapter the main characteristics of the Human Visual System (HVS) and methods to 

exploit its imperfections such as sensitivity to the intensity changes at different frequencies 

will be presented. Watson visual model developed for JPEG compression quantization 

matrices [Wat93] is widely used in DCT-based watermarking [Pod98], [Sim02] and 

[Amb01]. The model estimates the perceptibility of changing coefficients of an image’s 8x8 

DCT blocks. It consists of a sensitivity function and two masking components based on 

luminance and contrast masking. Recently, Zhang et al proposed an improved estimation 

of Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) [Zha05] in terms of luminance and contrast masking. 

We compared performances of these two models in our compressed domain watermarking 

technique and finally proposed a new model, which combines good characteristics of these 

two models.  

Proper subjective evaluation of the perceptual distortions is hard to accomplish. As pointed 

out in [Cox01], imperceptibility is often claimed in the watermarking literature, but rigorous 

quality and fidelity tests with human observers are rare in the evaluation of watermarking 

models. Many of these claims are based on judgment by single observer with insufficient 

number of trails. There is still lack of good objective measure for perceptual evaluation and 

comparison of watermarking techniques. Measures based on mean square error (such as 

peak signal-to-noise ratio) are typically used regardless to the fact that they do not take into 

account imperfections of the HVS. In order to give better evaluation of perceptual 
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distortions we also included most degraded frames (lowest PSNR) for subjective 

evaluation.  

5.2 Fundamentals of Human Perception 

The Human Visual System is the subject of a wide range of research and experimentation. 

Most of the visual perceptual models try to determine how lower level psychology of visual 

system limits visual sensitivity [Pap00]. They are trying to determine masking thresholds - 

the level of distortion which can be introduced and still not be noticeable by human 

observer. In psychophysics studies, these thresholds are also defined as a level of distortion 

that can be perceived in 50% of experimental trials and is often referred as just noticeable 

difference (JND) [Cox01]. 

The JND models used in this work tend to exploit three basic types of phenomena: non-

uniform frequency response of human eye (contrast sensitivity function), sensitivity to the 

different brightness levels (luminance masking) and sensitivity to one frequency component 

in the presence of another (contrast or texture masking). 

5.2.1 Contrast Sensitivity Function 

A human eye perceives differently luminance changes at different frequencies. This spatial 

frequency response can be described as Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) [Man74], or 

can be derived empirically and given in a table [Saf89]. One of the models for CSF is 

presented in Figure 14. [Man74]. It can be observed that HVS is most sensitive to the 

changes at mid range frequencies and that sensitivity decreases at lower and higher 

frequencies.  

The spatial frequency is given in a number of cycles per degree of visual angle, which 

means that visibility of details at given frequency is a function of viewing distance. When an 

observer moves away from the image, details in the image remain the same and take up 

fewer degree of visual angle. On the other hand, moving closer enables viewer to perceive 

fine details that have risen above visibility threshold. For example, an art critic will always 

get closer look to the painting to see painter’s fine brush strokes. 

Image quality metrics take this into account by specifying a minimum viewing distance and 

evaluating distortion perceptibility at this point. There are several standard minimum 

viewing distances specified for subjective tests and used also for objective measurements. 
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For standard definition television quality measurements, this is six times image heights and 

three times for high definition television. 
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Figure 14. Contrast Sensitivity Function based on Mannos and Sakrison model [Man74] 

It is also worth to notice that Mannos-Sakrison model is given only for single orientation. It 

has been shown that the eye sensitivity is also dependent on the orientation of the 

frequency pattern [Cox01]. The eye is most sensitive to horizontal and vertical luminance 

changes and that is least sensitive to the lines and edges with 45 and 135 degrees 

orientation.   

5.2.2 Luminance Masking Effect 

The human visual system’s sensitivity to variations in luminance is dependent on the local 

mean luminance. This is called luminance adaptation or luminance masking [Wat93] to 

emphasize the similarity to contrast masking. The luminance of the original image masks 

the introduced distortion and this masking is a function of the local luminance. 
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In the basic Ahumada-Peterson model [Ahu92], luminance masking is accounted as a linear 

luminance adaptation based on Weber-Fechner’s law and Watson in [Wat93] proposed 

simplified power law version of Weber-Fechner’s law. Zhang et al. in [Zha05] argued that 

Watson model over-simplifies the viewing conditions for practical images. They stated that 

gamma-correction of the display tube and ambient illumination falling on the display 

partially compensate effect of Weber-Fechner’s law and as a result give higher visibility 

thresholds in either very dark or very bright regions, which Watson model fails to 

acknowledge (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Comparison of Watson and Zhang luminance adaptation models 

5.2.3 Contrast Masking Effect 

The presence of one image component can mask the visibility of another. One texture can 

be easily seen in isolation, but might be unnoticeable when it is added to a highly texture 

image. This masking effect is strongest when both components have the same frequency, 

location and orientation. For example, distortion may occur only in the single frequency 

and it can be masked by a single signal of the same or possibly different frequency. In a 

more general case, more appropriate for image and video processing, distortion will occur 
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in a frequency bandwidth, which should be masked by frequency bandwidth of image 

components. 

The term contrast masking is often used to denote the masking effect when both 

components have the same frequency and the texture masking is used to refer to the more 

general case. Distinction between intra-band (as contrast masking) and inter-bend (texture) 

masking can be also found in the literature. The majority of metrics model only contrast 

masking, for example Watson model [Wat93] uses only intra-band masking effect to 

determine masking threshold. Moreover, it overestimates contrast masking effect near the 

edges. Tong and Venetsanopoulos [Ton98] a proposed model based on block classification 

into texture, edge and plain blocks, which gives fair evaluation of distortion perceptibility 

near edges, but still fail to include CSF and intra-band masking effect in relatively plain 

blocks. Zhang et al [Zha05] used Tong-Venetsanopoulos block classification model to 

improve Watson DCT model by avoiding overestimation of the contrast masking effect. 

 

Figure 16. Effects of Contrast and Luminance masking: Noise is invisible in trees texture 

area (contrast masking) and in the white surface of the roof (luminance masking)1 

                                                 
1 Courtesy of M.Sc. Ivan Pavlovic, Laboratory of Biocybernetics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, 
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. 
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5.3 Watson DCT-based Visual Model 

To adjust the amplitude of the watermark in a DCT domain one needs to see how above 

mentioned characteristics of HVS are converted to visibility thresholds for DCT 

coefficients. Watson developed his DCT model [Wat93] to derive the perceptually optimal 

quantization matrix for purposes of the DCT-based image coders, such as JPEG. His 

model that computes visibility thresholds for DCT coefficients is based on Ahumada-

Peterson-Watson model [Ahu93] for baseline contrast sensitivity thresholds and improved 

by luminance and contrast masking. The model’s JND threshold can be expressed as: 

 )j,i,n,n(t)j,i,n,n(t)j,i,n,n(t)j,i,n,n(t clCSFJND 21212121 ××=  (5.3.1) 

where threshold tCSF accounts for spatial contrast sensitivity function, tl for background 

luminance adaptation and threshold tc accounts for contrast masking. Indices n1 and n2 

show the position of the 8x8 DCT block in the image or the video frame, while i and j 

represent position of the coefficient in the DCT-block. 

5.3.1 Sensitivity Thresholds 

The Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) models the effect of a spatial frequency on the 

human visual system sensitivity. The visibility threshold tCSF is a function of the total 

luminance L and spatial frequency f. In Ahumada-Peterson model [Ahu92], [Ahu93] 

logarithm of a threshold T(i,j)  is approximated by a parabola in log spatial frequency: 
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where Tmin, K and fmin are functions of the total luminance L. Tmin is the minimal luminance 

threshold that occurs on frequency fmin and K determines steepness of the parabola given by 

following formulas: 
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The spatial frequency fij associated with i, j DCT coefficient is given by: 
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where xω and yω are horizontal and vertical sizes of a pixel in degrees of visual angle and 

can be calculated from viewing distance λ  and display pixel sizeΛ : 
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In the equation 5.3.2, the parameter ( ) 0.0,1.0∈s  is to account for summation of 

distortions over a spatial neighbourhood. 

As already mentioned in section 5.2.1, HVS is most sensitive in horizontal and vertical 

direction (i=0 or j=0) and less sensitive in other directions. In order to account for reduced 

sensitivity due to obliqueness in other directions, the model includes a factor 

j,icos)r(r θ21−+ . The magnitude of obliqueness is determined by ( )0100 .,.r ∈ , and angle 

j,iθ  is given by: 
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A visual threshold T(i,j) measured in luminance, needs to be converted in gray level units 

prior it is used for determine JND threshold (5.3.1). If G is number of gray levels in the 

image/video (i.e. G=256 in MPEG-2 Standard) and Lmax and Lmin are display luminances 

that correspond to maximum and minimum gray level then: 
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accounts for the normalization constant of the DCT. 

The HVS sensitivity can also be derived empirically and given in contrast sensitivity table. 

One such threshold table is given in Table 3 [Pap00]. The numbers in the table present 

contrast sensitivity threshold levels for 8x8 block of DCT coefficients. This table is 

produced for the viewing distance of six image heights as defined for testing standard 

definition television. Since we are targeting application in professional environment and 

obliged to strict viewing conditions (HDTV), we are eager to use thresholds in Table 4 

given by Cox et al in [Cox01] for Watson model in watermarking applications. 

Table 3. Y channel contrast sensitivity table given for viewing distance of six image heights 

5 3 4 7 11 16 24 34 
3 4 4 6 8 12 18 25 

4 4 8 9 11 15 20 28 

7 6 9 14 16 20 26 33 

11 8 11 16 26 28 34 42 

16 12 15 20 28 41 46 54 

24 18 20 26 34 46 63 71 

34 25 28 33 42 54 71 95 
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Table 4. Y channel contrast sensitivity table given by Cox et al [Cox01] 

1.40 1.01 1.16 1.66 2.40 3.43 4.79 6.56
1.01 1.45 1.32 1.52 2.00 2.71 3.67 4.93

1.16 1.32 2.24 2.59 2.98 3.64 4.60 5.88

1.66 1.52 2.59 3.77 4.55 5.30 6.28 7.60

2.40 2.00 2.98 4.55 6.15 7.46 8.71 10.17

3.43 2.71 3.64 5.30 7.46 9.62 11.58 13.51

4.79 3.67 4.60 6.28 8.71 11.58 14.50 17.29

6.56 4.93 5.88 7.60 10.17 13.51 17.29 21.15

 

5.3.2 Luminance Based Adjustment of Thresholds 

Distortion detection threshold depends on the mean luminance of the local image region 

and it is higher in the brighter area [Wat93]. To adjust sensitivity threshold Watson model 

suggests the use of a scaling power function of average block luminance, i.e. DC 

component of DCT block ),,n,n(C 0021 . The luminance-masked threshold is given by 

formula: 
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where ),(C 00 is the average of the DC coefficients in the image and can be set to the 

expected mean value, i.e. 128 for our MPEG-2 watermarking model. The constant 

parameter Ta  is taken from Ahumada-Peterson model [Ahu92] (equation 5.3.3) with a 

suggested value of 0.649. This parameter controls the amount of luminance masking in the 

threshold model. Watson also suggested that it could be used for controlling display 

Gamma by multiplying it with Gamma exponent. 

The Watson model for luminance adaptation is illustrated by dot-dashed line in Figure 15. 

This power function model should be adequate for brighter regions of the image, but fails 

to approximate accurately luminance adaptation in darker regions where Weber-Fechner’s 

law is not valid [Ton98], [Zha05]. 
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5.3.3 Contrast Masking 

The Watson contrast masking model considers only masking within a block and a 

particular DCT coefficients, since the contrast masking effect is strongest when two 

components have the same frequency, orientation and direction. In this model contrast 

masking threshold )j,i,n,n(t C 21  is a function of DCT coefficient )j,i,n,n(C 21 and 

thresholds CSFt  and lt  : 
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where )j,i(w is a constant that lies between 0 and 1, which may differ for each frequency, 

but usually has a constant value. Figure 17 is an example of masking threshold dependence 

on magnitude of DCT coefficient for typical parameters values (i=5, j=5, 

),,n,n(C 0021 =230, )j,i(w =0.7). 
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Figure 17. Watson contrast masking model - threshold dependence on DCT coefficient 

(i=5, j=5) 
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5.4 Improved Just Noticeable Difference Model 

Watson luminance masking model, as mentioned in [Wat93], does not apply for dark 

sections of the image. On the other hand, contrast masking model considers only masking 

by the component of the same frequency. Zhang et al in [Zha05] proposed an improved 

JND estimation model and claim that it outperforms the Watson model. Their model uses 

the same contrast sensitivity function, given by Ahumada and Peterson, but proposes a 

new formula for luminance masking and the incorporation of block classification in the 

contrast masking model. 

5.4.1 Zhang Luminance Masking Model 

Techniques for luminance adaptation based on Weber-Fechner’s law [Ahu92], [Ahu93], 

[Wat93] over-simplify the viewing conditions. Weber-Fechner’s law can be applied to 

medium and high luminance range, where just-noticeable luminance difference ( L
LΔ ) 

remains approximately constant. On contrary, in the low range it is not consistent with the 

findings of subjective testing [Cho95], [Saf89], [Jay93].  

Beside background luminance, other factors mentioned in section 5.2.2 will also affect 

luminance adaptation by compensating the effect of Weber-Fencher’s law. This will result 

in higher thresholds in very dark and very bright regions. Zhang et al [Zha05] approximate 

luminance thresholds with two functions, for low region (L≤ 128) and for high region of 

luminance (L>128). If ),,n,n(C 0021 is DC component of a DCT block and average 

luminance of the image is 128 then: 
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where k1 =2, k2=0.8, 1λ =3, 2λ =2. 

From the comparison with Watson model (Figure 15) it can be observed that Zhang 

luminance model better approximate findings of subjective tests of HVS’s luminance 

adaptation. 
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5.4.2 Contrast Masking based on Block Classification 

To evaluate the effect of contrast masking more accurately, it is essential to classify DCT 

blocks according to their energy. It is well known fact that noise is less visible in the regions 

where texture energy is high and it is easy to spot in smooth areas. On the other hand, HVS 

is sensitive to the noise near a luminance edge in an image, since the edge structure is 

simpler then texture one and a human observer have better idea about edge look. Hence, 

block classification will lead to better adaptation of the watermark to different part of the 

image. 

DCT blocks are assigned in one of three classes: TEXTURE, EDGE and PLAIN. 

According to the block class and its energy contrast masking threshold is derived. First, an 

8x8 block is divided into four areas shown in Figure 18 and the absolute sums of the DCT 

coefficients in the areas are denoted with DC – mean block luminance, LR – low frequency 

region, ER – edge region and HR for high-frequency region. 

DC

LR (low frequency) 

ER (edge)

HR (high frequency) 

 

 

 

Figure 18. DCT block classification 

The texture energy of the DCT block can be approximated by: 

 HEETEX +=  (5.4.2) 

where L, E and H represent the sums of the absolute values of DCT coefficients in LR, 

ER and HR regions respectively. 
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Since information about edges is reflected in LR and ER portions and texture is mainly 

reflected in HR portion, it was determined that high magnitudes of the following two ratios 

indicate the presence of an edge: 

 
H

ELE +
=1  (5.4.4) 

 
E
LE =2  (5.4.5) 

where E,L  and H denote mean energies in low-frequency, edge and high-frequency 

blocks respectively. 

According to ETEX, E1 and  E2 blocks can be classified using block classification algorithm 

given in Figure 19. Using five conditions in the classification procedure a block is assigned 

in the one of three classes: 

• Condition 1: if 1μ≤TEXE block is assigned to PLAIN class. 

• Condition 2: For the blocks with high spatial activities ( 3μ>TEXE ) EDGE 

thresholds needs to be lowered and these thresholds are given in Condition 3. 

Otherwise, Condition 4 is used. 

• Condition 3,4: Two ratios E1 and E2 indicate presence of edges. If γ≥1E block is 

assigned to EDGE class. Similarly, if α≥)E,Emax( 21  and β≥)E,Emin( 21  block 

is assigned to EDGE class. In Condition 3 thresholds ),( βα are set to lower values 

),( 11 βα , otherwise thresholds are set to be ),( 22 βα . If Condition 3 has not been 

met block is assigned to TEXTURE class. 

• Condition 5: If Condition 4 is not satisfied, condition 2μ≤TEXE is tested and if it is 

true then block is assigned to PLAIN class and otherwise to TEXTURE class. 

Zhang et al derived following set of thresholds for edge-block detection: 1α =0.7, 1β =0.5, 

2α =7, 2β =5, γ =16. 
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Figure 19. Block classification algorithm  

According to the block class and its texture energy, inter-band elevation factor is derived 

using following formula: 
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To include intra-band masking effect, Zhang et al used similar formula to Watson’s one 

(5.3.12): 
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In this model for intra-band masking )j,i(w =0.36. Low (L) and edge (E) coefficients of 

an EDGE block are not elevated to avoid over-estimation of thresholds near edges. 

Experimenting with two models in the given watermarking setup indeed shown that Zhang 

improved model gives better result concerning imperceptibility. However, Zhang model 

also tends to underestimate JNDs in edge blocks giving low decoding rates in “edgy” video 

sequences. Hence, there is a need to identify which parts of two models to adopt and 

incorporate in the watermarking amplitude adjustment model.  

5.5 “Tuning-up” the model 

As can be seen from the equation 5.3.1, just noticeable difference is modelled as a product 

of three thresholds: contrast sensitivity, luminance masking and contrast masking. In that 

way, we will analyze our watermark perceptual adaptation model. 

First, we decided to use Contrast Sensitivity Table (CST) given in Table 4 [Cox01] to 

incorporate HVS’s sensitivity to changes at different frequencies. Comparing the CST used 

by Cox in his watermarking application with CST given in Table 3 for standard definition, 

first one can notice that Cox thresholds are considerably lower. Moreover, it is worth 

noticing that thresholds raise more rapidly in Table 3 then in Table 4, for example ratio 

between lowest and highest frequency CST(7,7)/CST(1,0) is 95/3=31.67 in Table 3 and 

21.5/1.01=21.29 in Table 4. The main reason for this is that in professional environment, 

high definition screens with smaller pixel sizes are used, leading to higher visibility of fine 

high frequency details comparing to standard definition television used in derivation of 

CST in Table 3.  

Concerning the HVS’s sensitivity to variations in luminance, Zhang luminance masking 

model have been employed in our watermark perceptual adaptation. As already mentioned 

in section 5.4.1, this model adapts well to the findings of subjective luminance sensitivity 

tests [Zha05]. The major difference, in comparison with Watson model, can be seen in 

lower grey level range (L<128), where Weber-Fechner’s law is no longer valid. 

Finally, the most appealing part for fine-tuning of perceptual adaptation is the contrast 

masking model. Block classification is a crucial part of this model, since it gives opportunity 

to separately analyze and to better adapt contrast masking thresholds. The algorithm used 

for block classification is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 20. Table tennis sequence block classification ( 1α =0.7, 1β =0.5, 2α =7, 2β =5, 

γ =16) – PLAIN (black), EDGE (white) and TEXTURE (grey) blocks 
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Result of block classification on a frame from the “Table Tennis” sequence is shown in 

Figure 20. This frame has been chosen, since it has proportion of plain, edge and texture 

blocks. For tuning the block classification algorithm, we were testing different sets of 

thresholds, starting with the one given by Tong and Venetsanopoulos in [Ton98] for 

energy levels in L, E and H areas of a block to the Zhang et al one given in [Zha05] for the 

mean energy levels in a block. It was observed that Zhang set of thresholds ( 1α =0.7, 

1β =0.5, 2α =7, 2β =5, γ =16) gives the best results in terms of smallest number of 

wrongly classified blocks, especially when distinguishing between texture and edge blocks. 

In further experiments, Watson contrast masking model was under consideration. We 

examined the image quality dependence on the parameter w in the equation 5.3.12. It was 

noticed that Watson proposed value 0.7 indeed overestimates threshold round edges. 

Lowering the parameter, we came to conclusion that it needs to have value 0.36 proposed 

by Zhang et al. Detail of the edge from the “Table Tennis” sequence is present in Figure 21 

for comparison. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

 
Figure 21. Edge detail from Table Tennis sequence: original (a) and watermarked with 

Watson model (b) w=0.36 and (c) w=0.7 

On the other hand, in the Zhang model, as can be seen from equation 5.4.7, low (L) and 

edge (E) coefficients of an EDGE block are not elevated for intra-band masking, but only 

with inter-band elevation factor { }2511251 .,.∈ξ . This tends to underestimate JNDs in 

EDGE blocks and gives a low watermark power (comparing to Watson method) in 

sequences that are mainly consisted of EDGE blocks (e.g. “BBC3”). In addition, Zhang 

method elevates high (H) coefficients with both intra and inter band elevation factor, so if 

there is a high-frequency noise already present around edge, Zhang method will amplify it 

and make it more visible and annoying. It was observed that using only Watson intra-band 
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masking for all coefficients in an EDGE block performs better then Zhang method 

concerning both embedding power and visibility of the artefacts.  

Having this in mind, we are proposing a combined method that use the Watson model 

with w=0.36 for EDGE and PLAIN blocks and Zhang contrast masking elevation model 

in TEXTURE blocks. The proposed combined model, as it will be seen from experiments, 

outperforms both models by exploiting good characteristics of the Watson model in 

EDGE blocks and the Zhang model in Texture blocks. Concerning the image fidelity, it 

will be shown that it is still high and comparable with other two methods. 

 

5.6 Performance of perceptual adjustment models in 
compressed domain watermarking 

5.6.1 Perceptibility evaluation 

Objective measures for perceptual image quality attempt to quantify visibility of differences 

between original and distorted image. The most common measure is Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR), widely used in describing quality of communication channel. However, this 

method does not take in account specifics of Human Visual System (HVS) and in that way 

might not match subjective perception of image quality. For this reason, frames with 

smallest PSNR are included for the sake of subjective evaluation.  

The simplest method to evaluate distortions introduced by channel, i.e. the difference 

between transmitted and received signal are the mean square error (MSE) and the root 

mean square error (RMSE), computed by averaging the squared intensity differences of 

transmitted data chunks (in the case of video original and edited video pixels): 

 ( )∑
=

−=
N

i

'
iiRMS xx

N
E

1

21  (5.6.1) 

where: 
 x - original signal (image, video frame) and 
 'x - distort signal 
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An extension of Root Mean Square Error is peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR): 

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
×=

RMSE
logPSNR 25520  (5.6.2) 

These measures are appealing, because they are easy to calculate and have clear physical 

meanings. On the other hand, since RMSE and PSNR metrics treat equally the differences 

between pixels of the original and the distorted image, they might not match subjective 

perception of the image difference. In other words, these methods might calculate that the 

difference between original and watermarked video is high, but this will not be perceived by 

a human, since a distortion occurs in a part of the image where human eye is less sensitive, 

i.e. in the textured area that will mask introduced distortion.  

The presented techniques were evaluated using five typical MPEG2 sequences (Table 

Tennis, Flower Garden, Mobile and Calendar, Suzy and BBC3). All sequences were 375 

frames long, PAL (704x576, 25 fps), with GoP IBBP structure, size 12 and bit-rate 6 Mbps. 

These sequences are used since they have good proportion of plain (Suzy), edge (BBC3) 

and texture details (Flower Garden, Mobil and Calendar). 

The result of the PSNR test is given in Table 5. A watermark is embedded in each of the 

five sequences and they are compared with the originals frame by frame. The table shows 

minimal PSNR values, maximal PSNRs and average PSNR for a whole sequence. The most 

interesting is the minimal value, which presents the most degraded I frame in a sequence. 

From the given results, it is possible to see that in most degraded frames a difference in 

PSNR between the proposed method and the other two is never bigger then 1.5 dB. The 

minimal PSNR value of 35.82 dB confirms that high fidelity is preserved and that 

watermarked frames are indistinguishable from originals. 

It is worth noticing that sequences that have higher percentage of texture blocks (Flower 

Garden – 17.98% of texture blocks, Mobile and Calendar – 17.01%) are more degraded 

then the one consisted mainly of plain and edge blocks (Suzy – 0.05% of texture blocks and 

BBC3 – 1.76 %). This is consistent with the findings on sensitivity of Human Visual 

System that the noise is less visible in highly textured areas. 
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Table 5. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio comparison of three methods 

  Perceptual adjustment method 
 PSNR Zhang Watson Proposed 

Min 36.99 36.96 36.79 
Avg 39.62 40.09 39.58 Table Tennis 
Max 55.77 53.99 53.1 
Min 37.26 37.01 36.54 
Avg 39.78 39.36 38.88 Flower Garden 
Max 47.65 46.26 45.82 
Min 36.31 37.06 35.82 
Avg 40.86 41.79 40.05 

Mobile and 
Calendar 

Max 49.55 50.17 47.64 
Min 44.46 44.85 44.15 
Avg 48.8 48.99 48.31 Suzy 
Max 56.9 56.99 55.61 
Min 40.39 39.61 38.98 
Avg 47.84 46.26 45.53 BBC3 
Max 55.53 53.73 53.01 

 

Following figures present further dissemination of the perceptual quality and fidelity. 

Frame by frame Peak Signal to Noise Ratios for “Mobile and Calendar”, “Suzy” and 

“BBC3” sequences are given in figures 22, 25 and 28 respectively. In addition to the frame 

by frame PSNR, the most degraded frame per sequence is singled out and presented with 

its amplified embedded watermark signal (figures 23, 26 and 29) as well as original and 

watermarked frames for comparison (figures 24, 27 and 30). It can be observed that the 

watermark is not perceivable nor in the overall most degraded frame (frame 345 from 

“Mobile and Calendar”), nor in the most degraded frames from the plain (frame 0 from 

“Suzy”) and the edge sequence (frame 0 from “BBC3). 

Since the watermark is embedded in I frames local minimum PSNR for every GOP is on I 

frame and maximum PSNR is on the last B frame in the GOP. Moreover, it is possible to 

see that in sequences with static camera (like in first 170 frames in “Suzy” sequence Figure 

25) following P and B frames in GOP are strongly relying on I frame. As a consequence, 

there is more drift of degradations through the frames comparing with sequences that have 

constant movement more changes (Figure 22 – frame by frame PSNR for “Mobile and 

Calendar” sequence). 
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Figure 22. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio for “Mobile and Calendar” sequence 

 

Figure 23. Amplified difference of the original and the watermarked frame 345 from 

“Mobile and Calendar” sequence 
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 24. The most degraded frame (345) from “Mobile and Calendar” sequence: original 

(a) and watermarked (b) 
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Figure 25. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio for “Suzy” sequence 

 

Figure 26. Amplified difference of the original and the watermarked frame 0 from    

“Suzy” sequence 
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 27. The most degraded frame (0) from “Suzy” sequence: original (a) and 

watermarked (b) 
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Figure 28. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio for “BBC 3” sequence 

 

Figure 29. Amplified difference of the original and the watermarked frame 0 from     

“BBC 3” sequence 
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 30. The most degraded frame (0) from “BBC 3” sequence: original (a) and 

watermarked (b) 
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5.6.2 Capacity and decoding rates 

The results of perceptual evaluation showed that proposed method is comparable to other 

two methods and has high imperceptibility. However, the main advantage of the proposed 

combined method can be seen through a watermark to host ratio (WHR) that is watermark 

signal-to-noise ratio in an embedding window: 

 
2

2

x
NWHR nz

αμ⋅=  (5.6.1) 

Table 6 shows embedding statistics when using three methods. There are three 8-frame 

embedding windows (EW) in any of tested sequences. For every embedding window, mean 

AC coefficients power ( 2x ), number of non-zero AC coefficients ( nzN ), mean embedding 

amplitudes ( αμ ) and watermark to host ratios (WHR) are given. The WHR values for three 

methods show that the proposed method outperforms the other two methods by a large 

margin.  

Table 6. Mean amplitudes and signal-to-noise ratio for different embedding windows 

    Zhang Watson Proposed 

 EW 2x  nzN  αμ  WHR αμ  WHR αμ  WHR 
1 1675.23 859741 2.95 4466.19 2.91 4345.61 3.31 5622.75
2 2067.58 1163959 4.13 9602.30 4.16 9722.13 4.46 11198.12TT 
3 2090.74 1170604 4.21 9923.71 4.28 10268.14 4.54 11540.42
1 2700.77 1117868 4.39 7976.86 4.9 9937.911 5.23 11321.56
2 2873.88 1040038 4.33 6785.10 4.87 8582.98 5.23 9898.83FG 
3 3170.28 835122 3.87 3945.24 4.39 5076.69 4.7 5818.99
1 3339.83 846145 2.85 2057.83 2.24 1271.20 3.56 3210.85
2 3269.65 864405 3.02 798.40 2.47 1612.90 3.75 3717.73M&G 
3 3055.7 930484 3.54 1077.95 2.99 2722.32 4.34 5735.58
1 347.05 980522 2.15 13059.97 2.07 12106.15 2.23 14049.96
2 348.76 925484 1.96 10194.23 1.91 9680.74 2.03 10935.39Suzy 
3 309.4 995247 2.03 13255.70 1.96 12357.27 2.1 14185.65
1 4919.6 609132 2.31 660.70 3.02 1129.26 3.72 1713.43
2 3603.53 648995 2.78 1391.88 3.01 1631.72 3.83 2641.86BBC3 
3 4939.23 613720 2.3 657.30 3.17 1248.61 3.81 1803.68
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As expected, the lowest mean embedding amplitudes are observed in “Suzy” sequence, 

which mainly consists of plain blocks (93.95%). However, watermark to noise ratios in this 

sequence are quite high due to the low mean power of DCT coefficients and relatively high 

number of non-zero DCT coefficients. The most demanding sequence, as mentioned 

before, is the “BBC3” sequence. Consisting mainly of low-frequency transitions from black 

to white and vice-versa, this sequence contains relatively small number of DCT coefficients 

with high values describing strong edges with high luminescence changes. Although the 

mean embedding amplitudes for the “BBC3” sequence are higher then in the “Suzy” 

sequence, the WHR values for the “BBC3” are the smallest in the given set of testing 

sequences. 

Considering the low number of TEXTURE blocks (1.76%) and relatively high number of 

EDGE blocks (35.42%) in the “BBC3” sequence, the Zhang method fails to compete with 

the other two methods and gives disappointingly small mean embedding amplitude and 

WHR values. On the other hand according to the results presented in Table 6, proposed 

method that incorporates Zhang method for luminance masking and Watson contrast 

masking method in EDGE blocks overwhelmingly outperforms the other two methods. 

For the further dissemination of the three amplitude adjustment methods, we will focus on 

the first embedding window of the “BBC3” sequence, which has lowest WHR values. To 

estimate the maximal capacity of the watermarking message, we define signal-to-noise ratio 

per watermarking bit: 

 
n

WHRlog
N
S

1010[dB] ⋅=  (5.6.2) 

where n  is the number of embedded bits. 

The SNR curves, showing dependence of SNR on the used embedding method and 

number of bits per embedding window, are given in Figure 31. In the section 4.8, it was 

shown that it is possible to achieve BER ~10-5 when sending a BPSK signal through an 

AWGN channel with an SNR of 9.6dB. Having that in mind and from the given SNR 

curves, we conclude that in order to achieve bit error rate as low as 10-5, we can embed 

maximum 72 bits using the Zhang method, 123 bit using Watson method or 188 bits using 

the proposed combined method for the watermark amplitude adjustment. 
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Figure 31. Signal-to-noise Ratio for the first embedding window in the “BBC 3” sequence 

for three methods 

This maximal capacity rates were evaluated by measuring bit error rate. We were 

embedding 10+5 bits with different embedding message sizes (64-256 bits per 8 I frames) in 

the first embedding window of the “BBC3” sequence using three methods. Messages were 

extracted and compared with original ones. Measured bit error rates are shown in the 

Figure 32. It can be seen that measured values are comparable with estimated ones. We 

were able to decode 64-bit messages embedded with Zhang method without errors. Using 

Watson model 128-bit messages were decoded without errors, while as expected the best 

results are achieved with the proposed method. Here, 192-bit messages were extracted and 

no errors were observed, which is in consistent with estimated maximal capacity of 188-

bits. 
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Figure 32. Bit Error Rates for three methods (Z- Zhang, W- Watson, P- proposed): no 

attack – 6Mbps and transcoding attack – 2Mbps. 
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Chapter 6 Capacity enhancement using Error Correction 

Coding 

6.1 Introduction 

The latest generation of watermarking techniques models the process as communication 

through a noisy channel. The channel noise is originated by two different sources. The 

video itself does not carry any useful information regarding the watermark message and 

from a watermarking point of view can be considered as noise. As it was shown in the 

chapter 4 using block-wise watermark bits interleaving, we can approximate this noise 

with Gaussian distribution. The other is noise originated by attacks and it is as well usually 

modelled as Gaussian white noise in the evaluations of watermarking systems.  

We have already seen that the power of the watermarking signal is bounded by perceptual 

visibility. The watermark must be embedded in such way that it does not introduce visual 

artefacts to the host signal. In compressed domain watermarking, the second limiting factor 

is that the video bit-rate must remain the same, so the number of watermarked coefficients 

is smaller, and consequently the power of the watermarked signal is limited. 

Probably, the best approach to overcome the noise introduced by the host signal is 

watermarking with side information [Mil01]. However, the complexity of this approach 

makes it less useful in the compressed domain. Extraction of side information from video 

needs one extra pass through the video, which introduces additional overheads, increasing 

the computational costs opposing the requirements for fast watermark embedding.  

Another approach uses error correction coding to correct errors due to channel low signal-

to-noise ratio. In 1993, C. Berrou, A. Glavieux, and P. Thitimajshima made a major 

breakthrough in channel coding theory with their pioneering work introducing Turbo 

coders, which enable near Shannon limit capacity [Ber93]. This technique is widely used in 

communication via low SNR channels, such as mobile communication, deep space 

communication and more recently in watermarking. To boost the capacity of the spread 

spectrum scheme proposed in chapter 4, we introduced turbo coding. 
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Figure 33. The sphere-packing bound and performance of different turbo codes 

depending on the code length N  

The watermarking channel, as stated previously, has a small signal-to-noise ratio and a 

potentially large bit error rate due to the noise introduced by the host signal and attacks. In 

such an environment, it is essential to protect the watermark message by introducing 

redundant bits, which will be used for error correction. As pointed out by Ambroze in 

[Amb01], turbo coding and soft output Viterbi decoding, as usual maximum likelihood 

decoder for the AWGN channel, lead to significant gain in capacity. 

Therefore, the question is – what capacity gain can be achieved if error correction coding is 

introduced in the watermarking system? Before turbo codes were introduced, there was the 

wide spread conviction that the Shannon capacity limit is achievable only if near infinite 

complexity is introduced in the decoder [Sch04]. It was argued that prohibitively large 

codes are required to approach this limit. Indeed, Shannon et al. [Sha67] derived the lower 

bound on probability of the codeword error PB, known as sphere packing bound: 
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where ),(0 ρqE is Gallager exponent that depends on the symbol probability distribution 

q  and the optimization parameter ρ  and R is code rate. It is worth of noticing that there 

is exponential dependence of the lower bound on code length N. Schlegel and Perez in 

[Sch99] plotted this bound for rate 1/2 and BPSK signalling, together with different turbo 

codes (Figure33). 

It is possible to see that turbo codes with code length of 10+4-10+5 give near optimal 

performance and longer codewords can introduce only small gains. For the code lengths 

smaller then 10+4, sub-optimality in the performance of an error-controlling scheme is 

inevitable. However, from the equation 5.6.2 we can see that signal-to-noise ratio is 

inversely proportional to the number of embedded bits, which is depicted in Figure 33. 

with green dash-dot line for the “BBC3” sequence and the proposed perceptual model 

(section 5.5). It is clear that in the given set-up only sub-optimal gains can be achieved with 

error correction coding. To embed more bits and to achieve better performance, we need 

either to embed with stronger amplitudes, which will introduce perceptual degradations, or 

to embed the bits in the longer video segment, which is opposite to the minimum 

watermarking segment requirement. Still, even with sub-optimal performance due to short 

code length, we were able to almost double the number of embedded bits. Using duo-

binary turbo codes presented in the section 6.3, we embedded and decoded 352 bits 

without errors. 

6.2 Parallel concatenated convolutional codes 

The watermarking channel has a small signal-to-noise ratio and a potentially large bit error 

rate due to noise introduced by the host signal and attacks. Hence, it is essential to protect 

the watermark message by introducing redundant bits, which will be used for error 

correction. We were first experimenting with a classical turbo coder proposed in [Rya98]. 

This turbo coder is a parallel concatenation of two binary rate 1/2 Recursive Systematic 

Convolutional (RSC) encoders that are separated by an interleaver. The overall TC rate is 

1/3 without puncturing (Figure 34). We used a puncturing mechanism to reduce the 

number of bits that needs to be embedded in the sequence.  
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Figure 34. Parallel-concatenated convolutional coder 

Redundant bits are produced by two Recursive Systematic Coders (RSC) (Figure35). The 

RSC encoder is rate 1/2 with 3 memory registers and generator polynomial 

{ } { }151721 ,g,g ==G , where feedback g1 and the output g2 are given in octal notation. The 

role of RSCs can be seen through their infinite impulse response, meaning that if a ‘1’ in a 

data sequence is followed by a series of ‘0’s, due to feedback an RSC will not turn to all-

zero state. Why is this important? 

 The quality of an error control code is determined by the minimum number of bit 

positions in which any two codewords differ, called the minimum Hamming distance. This 

can be determined by comparing each codeword with the all-zeroes one. The minimum 

Hamming distance is then determined by the minimum codeweight (the minimum number 

of ‘1’) that can occur. The important fact is that at high SNR, bit-error rate performance 

will depend on the minimum Hamming distance and will fall slowly with SNR, if the 

minimum Hamming distance is low. This slow rate of fall is called “error floor”. However, 

at low SNR the whole distance spectrum needs to be taken into account. 

 

Figure 35. Recursive Systematic Coder { } { }151721 ,g,g ==G  
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So, to achieve good performance of an error correction code, it is crucial to have a good 

distance spectrum. We have already seen that the infinite impulse response of an RSC code 

will tend to generate high weight sequence from the low weight information sequence. The 

inputs of two RSCs are separated by the interleaver. Typically used pseudo-random 

interleavers ensures that the input sequences of two RSCs mN and mN are different, 

although the same weight yielding two codewords (C1 and C2) of different weights at the 

outputs of the encoders. In that way, the resulting composite codeword will, with high 

probability, have a high codeweight.  

This low multiplicity of low codewords in distance spectrum makes turbo codes perform 

very well at low SNR. However, because of the pseudo-random nature of the interleaver, 

there will be a few pairs of input sequences that will result in a low weighted codeword at 

the outputs of both RSCs. Consequently, turbo coders that are using pseudo-random 

interleavers and have short input sequences will have small minimum Hamming distance 

and high error floor at high SNR. Thus, interlever design is crucial especially when turbo 

coders are used for protection of short messages. In our experiments, we were using the 

interleaver proposed for the UMTS turbo code implementation, since it was proved to 

have good performance when working with short block sizes [3G99] 

To achieve overall rate R=1/2, RSCs outputs C1 and C2 are punctured and added to 

watermarked massage m to produce protected message b, which is then embedded to the 

video sequence. Puncturing is done by including only even bits from the output C1 and odd 

bits from the output C2 in the protected message. Having the overall rate 1/2 instead of 

1/3, there is less bits to embed into the video sequence giving a higher SNR ratio per bit of 

the message. However, discarding half of protection bits leads to unavoidable degradation 

in turbo code performance. 

At the decoder side, detection values from the watermark extractor, for the received 

message mr and the received parity bits br
1 and br

2, are handed over to an iterative decoder 

as shown in Figure 36. The iterative turbo decoder consists of two Maximum A Posteriori 

decoders MAP1 and MAP2 dedicated to decoding of sequences from RSC1 and RSC2. First 

decoder MAP1 takes as its input received bits of the message mr and the received parity 

values br
1 belonging to the first RSC to produce a sequence of soft estimates E12 of the 

transmitted bits m. The sequence E12 is called extrinsic data since it does not contain any 

information given to the decoder MAP1 by the MAP2. This information is interleaved and 

passed to the MAP2 together with interleaved message data and the received parity bits 
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from the second RSC. The output data of MAP2, the soft estimates E21 of the transmitted 

bits, are then de-interleaved and passed to MAP1 as the extrinsic information formed 

without the aid of parity bits from the first RSC. 

 
Figure 36. Iterative turbo decoder 

After several iterations, estimated message bits from two decoders will tend to converge 

and the final decision can be made either by the first or second decoder. The estimates 

present the a posteriori probabilities (APP) of a transmitted ‘0’s and ‘1’s based on the 

systematic information and parity bits from both RSCs. More negative values represent a 

high probability that transmitted bit is ‘0’ and more positive represent a high probability 

that ‘1’ was transmitted. Finally, simple threshold operation is performed to produce the 

final hard decision md about the transmitted message bits. 

MAP decoders are based on the Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [Bah74]. 

The BCJR algorithm tends to maximize the probability of correct detection of each input 

bit. Although quite complex, The BCJR algorithm is primarily used because it gives soft 

decision on the input bits and, in that way, suitable for an iterative decoder. Less complex 

algorithms, such as Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) or Max-Log-MAP, can be also 

used in iterative decoder, but their performance in terms of bit-error rate is inferior to the 

BCJR algorithm. 
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To evaluate the performance of the watermarking system protected by turbo coding 

technique described above, we embedded 10+5 bits with turbo coding protection and 

compared results with embedding unprotected messages. Uncoded and turbo coded 

messages of different sizes (64-640) were spread through 8 I frames (5 seconds of video 

sequence) and embedded in sequences.  

Table 7. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio comparison – watermarked vs. watermarked and 

transcoded to 2Mbps 

 PSNR Wat Wat+T2Mbps 
Min 38.98 28.05 
Avg 45.53 32.38 BBC3 
Max 53.01 42.68 

We also tested the robustness on transcoding to 2 Mbps. For the transcoding test, ffmpeg 

software [FFM04] was employed as the fastest available coder and also useful for batch 

processing that we extensively used in our tests. Since ffmpeg coder mainly compress a 

sequence by changing quantization steps, it indroduces severe degradations to the 

sequence. In Table 7, PSNR levels after watermarking and transcoding to 2 Mbps for the 

“BBC3” sequence are compared with PSNR levels after watermarking of the “BBC3” 

sequence (Table 5).  

A watermark message was extracted from the first 8 I frames (embedding window with 

lowest WHR) and compared with a original message. Bit Error Rate (BER) results with and 

without turbo coding are given in Figure 37. During experiments, no errors were observed 

when communication 192-bit messages without turbo coding, while with turbo coding 

capacity is increased to 256 bits per 8 I frames that is 256 bits in 5 seconds of video, if there 

is no attack. If a watermarked sequence is transcoded to 2 Mbps, a 96-bit watermarked 

message embedded without protection can persist. In the case of protection with a classical 

turbo code with UMTS interlever, given the number of communicated bits (10+5) and no 

errors observed with 128-bit messages, it can be say with 99% confidence that BER will be 

low as 4.61*10-5 2.  

                                                 
2 Given no errors observed in N experiments and desired confidence level C% it can be shown that 
[HFT00]: 

N
)Cln(

BER
−

−<
1
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From the given analysis, it can be seen that with a classical punctured turbo code with 

UMTS interleaver, message payload is increased by 32 bits (from 96 to 128 bits), in the 

presence of severe transcoding attack. This result is rather disappointing and can hardly 

justify additional computational costs. Due to small watermarking messages and puncturing 

mechanism, protection is suboptimal and increase in payload is small. 
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Figure 37. Bit Error Rates for protected (TC UMTS) and unprotected (Uncoded) 

watermark message: without attack – 6Mbps and with transcoding attack - 2Mbps. 

6.3 Duo-binary turbo codes 

The turbo coder presented in the previous section is a parallel concatenation of two binary 

rate 1/2 Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders that are separated by an 

interleaver. The overall TC rate is 1/3 without puncturing. We used puncturing mechanism 

to reduce the number of bits that needs to be embedded in the sequence. However, 

puncturing unavoidably leads to sub-optimal performance of a turbo code. More recently, 

Berrou et al. [Ber01] argued that non-binary turbo codes based on RSCs with m≥2 input 

bits outperforms classical binary turbo coders. In this section, we are experimenting with 

duo-binary turbo codes. These codes consist of two binary RSC encoders of rate 2/3 and 

an interleaver of length k. Each binary RSC encoder encodes pair of data bits and produces 
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one redundancy bit, so desired rate 1/2 is the natural rate of the double binary TC, so no 

puncturing is needed yielding better protection.  

We considered the 8-state duo-binary TC with RSCs that have generator polynomial 

{ } { }131521 ,g,g ==G  as has been adopted by the ETSI (European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute) standards for Digital Video Broadcasting with Return Channel via 

Satellite (DVB-RCS) [DVB05] and Digital Video Broadcasting with Return Channel via 

Terrestrial (DVB-RCT) [DVB02] as shown in the Figure 38. The tail-biting [Bet98] 

technique, also called Circular Recursive Systematic Convolutional (CRSC) [Ber99], is used 

to convert the convolutional code to block code that allows any state of the encoder as the 

initial state. This technique encodes input bit sequence twice, first time the RSC initial state 

is all-zero state and final state is used to calculate the initial state for the second encoding, 

which will also be final state after second encoding. Therefore, this technique asure that 

initial and final state will be the same, so there is no need to tail bits to derive the encoders 

to the all-zero state. 

 
Figure 38.  Duo-Binary Turbo Encoder 

At low error rates or high signal-to-noise ratio, the performance of the classical turbo coder 

fluctuates due to the “error floor”. The higher minimum distance can reduce the error floor 

effect at low error rates. Duo-binary turbo coders normally have better performance than 

classical turbo coders due to larger minimum distance. The minimum distance of turbo 

codes depends on the interleaver. The interleaver design is a critical issue and the 

performance of the turbo code depends on how well the information bits are scattered by 

the interleaver to encode the information by second binary RSC encoder. To get better 
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performance for the duo-binary code for watermarking channel, the particular block length 

is selected that behave better in the low error rates. This can be accomplished by using All-

zero iterative method [Gar04] to check the performance of the duo-binary turbo code. 

The turbo-decoder is composed of two Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) [Ber01] decoders, 

one for each stream produced by the singular RSC block as shown in Figure 39. The first 

MAP decoder receive the two distorted systematic bits (Ar
k , B

r
k) after channel along with 

the parity br
k1 for first binary RSC encoder and produce the extrinsic information E12 that is 

interleaved and feed to the second MAP decoder as the a priori information. The second 

MAP decoder produces the extrinsic information E21 based on interleaved distorted systematic 

bits (Ar
k , B

r
k), distorted parity by second binary RSC encoder br

k2 and a priori information 

from first MAP decoder. Then E21 is used as the a priori information of the first MAP 

decoder. After a certain number of iterations, usually 3 to 10, the a posteriori probability (APP) 

is taken, deinterleaved and performed hard decision to get transmitted information.  

 

Figure 39. Iterative Turbo Decoding based on MAP algorithm for duo-binary TC 

The Bit-Error Rate was measured in four different setups: uncoded without attack, 

uncoded and transcoded to 2 Mbps, turbo coded .without attack and turbocoded and 

transcoded to 2 Mbps. We simulated watermarking with different embedding packet sizes 

(96-496 bits per 8 I frames). To get meaningful results, we embedded ~10+5 bits per 
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simulation. Results are given in Figure 40. The iterative nature of the turbo coding shows 

more than a double gain in the embedded bits for uncoded watermarking messages at 

6Mbps and after transcoding at 2 Mbps. A 352-bit watermark message is separated into two 

176-bit sequences that are encoded with duo-binary turbo coder of rate 1/2 and after 

watermarking channel and turbo decoding, there is no error found. However, in order to 

resist transcoding watermark message needs to be at most 216 bits long. Again, given the 

experiment set-up, we can be 99% confident that bit error rate will be lower then 4.61*10-5. 
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Figure 40. Bit Error Rates for protected (TC DB) and unprotected (Uncoded) watermark 

message: without attack – 6Mbps and with transcoding attack - 2Mbps. 

It was shown that duo binary turbo codes can effectively increase the watermark payload. 

Duo-binary codes perform better then classical turbo coders in protection of watermarking 

channel, since they have natural rate of 1/2 and no puncturing is needed. Beyond that, they 

are computationally less expensive, show better convergence for iterative decoding and 

have a large minimum distance. 
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Chapter 7 Applications: a case study in a complex 

multimedia system 

7.1 The BUSMAN project 

The spread spectrum watermarking technique presented in this thesis was also a part of a 

complex project targeting the users of huge unstructured multimedia libraries. In order to 

realize the full potential of the multimedia libraries, tools to support usage, storage, retrieval 

and protection of digital visual data as well as intelligent search engines are urgently needed. 

This need was prime motivation and driving force of several European research institutions 

and industrial partners to start up the IST BUSMAN project aiming at tackling some of the 

most critical underlying problems.  

The main objective of the project has been to design, implement, validate and trial an 

efficient system for querying and delivering of video from large databases. The BUSMAN 

project has been targeting delivery and querying across mobile and fixed networks. Two 

classes of users were considered: content provider and consumer. To satisfy the provider 

needs, advanced techniques for video indexing and watermarking have been developed for 

the semi-automatic generation of metadata, organization and its linking to the video. At the 

consumer side, efficient browsing and retrieval functionalities are implemented to provide 

user-friendly access to large video databases.  

The project developed techniques to embed watermarks with different levels of robustness 

and capacity according to different applications. An important objective of BUSMAN was 

to develop, implement and test watermarking schemas for information embedding into 

low- and high-resolution content. Two techniques have been developed to deal with 

insertion of BUSMAN Content Tag (BCT), which is used as a pointer to metadata and will 

guarantee the availability of such information independently of delivery channel. This work 

is based on section three of the MPEG-21 standard called Digital Item Identification (DII) 

[ISO03]. This functionality makes any piece of digital video in a BUSMAN environment 
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able to establish it source, to obtain description and to express relationships to other video 

samples.  

To achieve efficient and user-friendly indexing and retrieval of video content for seamless 

open interactive services, BUSMAN selected existing MPEG-7 description schemes (DSs) 

and descriptors (Ds) to organise the video content in databases [ISO01]. However, The 

BUSMAN is also addressing the gap in between the high level information that carries 

semantics of the context and the low level descriptors that can be processed automatically 

(e.g., color, shape or textures). Targeted video processing technologies are automatic video 

segmentation and key-frame extraction, semantic annotation and retrieval, advanced search 

techniques, such as ‘query by example’ and relevance-feedback. 

A prototype system was designed and constructed aimed at demonstration and verification 

of all functionalities of the BUSMAN concepts. The main system functionality is 

management MPEG video. During the system design both desktop and mobile users were 

considered. The whole BUSMAN system is subdivided into three main functional modules: 

Input unit, Information Server and User Terminal. The implementation of all these three 

subsystems was conducted in parallel. Additional system software architecture, system 

integration and testing tasks provided the necessary glue between the three components of 

the prototype. BUSMAN defined Unique Identifiers strongly influenced by the evolving 

MPEG-21 standard in order to track the content along its use chain, and to be able to 

relate it to metadata describing it. 

7.2 The BUSMAN system architecture 

The BUSMAN system is designed to provide generic end-to-end multimedia content 

delivery, from content production, through analysis, indexing and watermarking, to 

delivering through heterogeneous networks and browsing and retrieval by final user [Vil03]. 

The overall architecture, shown in Figure 41, follows popular client-server model. 

The server is consisted of two logical elements: 

• Input Unit that includes modules for uploading content, analysis and feature 

extraction, indexing and watermarking. 

• Information Server comprises a metadata server and a content server, which are used 

to store, maintain and deliver data to end users. 
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Figure 41. BUSMAN System Architecture diagram 

On the client side we can identify two types of terminals: 

• User Annotation Client, which interacts with the input unit, using advanced video 

technologies to assist a human annotator (professional user) in the semi-automatic 

video annotation. 

• End-User Terminal is an advanced search engine that provides the interface for 

efficient querying, browsing and retrieving desired information through a fixed and 

mobile network. 

The diagram also shows three different data flows along the system. Filled arrows show the 

flow of uncompressed media content, empty arrows present the flow of compressed 

media, while the flow of extracted or annotated metadata is illustrated with lines that have 

empty diamond arrows. Figure 42 further describes the processing steps associated with 

each of the three data flows within the server. 
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Figure 42. The data flows in the BUSMAN server [Izq04] 

The uploaded MPEG-2 compressed video is associated with a unique BUSMAN Content 

Tag (BCT). In the first flow, the BCT is embedded in the content using watermarking in 

compressed domain technique and the content is stored in the server in the native MPEG-

2 format. For future use in a mobile environment, in the second flow, MPEG-2 content is 

decoded, the BCT is embedded in the uncompressed stream and then transcoded and 

stored in various MPEG-4 format.  

The most interesting part of the BUSMAN architecture is the third flow, describing the 

generation, storage and usage of the meta-data in the BUSMAN system. In this flow, the 

uploaded video material is firstly automatically segmented into shots and key-frames were 

extracted and stored in the key-frame database. Following the MPEG-7 standard, key-

frames are used to extract low-level visual descriptors and stored in descriptor (Ds) 

database. These descriptors through an inference extractor, together with information from 

the shot detection and human annotation, as well as the BCT were used to form meta-data 

description, which is stored in the MetaData’s server for a future semantic query and 

retrieval. The low-level descriptors were also used for measuring similarity metrics in the 

query by example and relevance feedback features of the system.  
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7.3 Watermarking techniques in the BUSMAN system 

The task of the BUSMAN watermarking work has been the specification of video 

watermarking techniques dedicated to some relevant applications within the BUSMAN 

framework. The main objectives were to develop techniques to embed watermarks with 

different levels of robustness and capacity according to different application scenarios and 

the overall project objectives, to design efficient solutions for different levels of distortion 

according to potential attacks, to tailor developed watermarking techniques to user 

requirements and foreseen application scenarios. 

The first goal was to clearly identify what applications are relevant in the framework of 

BUSMAN:  

• In a B2B mode (the professional domain), the watermark carries a tag called BCT 

(BUSMAN Content Tag) associated with a piece of content in compliance with the 

MPEG-21 standard. The BCT plays the role of a pointer to metadata stored in 

professional databases. This technique needs to be robust to classical video editing 

processing. Moreover, one may wish to embed the watermark or decode the BCT 

without displaying the content. This supports the need to embed and decode from the 

video bit stream rather from raw video. 

• In a B2C mode (the video is transmitted to a consumer end-user), the watermark 

carries some metadata (at least the BCT). As the video is transmitted over a 

heterogeneous network, one is sure that these metadata travel along with the content.  

The watermark is inserted when the video content is transcoded from MPEG-2 to 

MPEG-4. Thus, the watermark is embedded in the raw video. It is decoded as the 

player decompresses the video on the client. Thus, it is also decoded from raw video. It 

should be robust to some known transcoding processes such as change of bit rate. The 

payload is optimized with respect to this bit rate. 

The watermarking technique developed for B2B scenario is actually the technique 

presented in this thesis. It aims at decompressing the minimum part of the video bit stream. 

Basically, it parses the stream, runs the inverse VLC and isolates quantized DCT 

coefficients of Intra frames. The video does not need to be fully decompressed. This saves 

computer power and time. The watermark embedding directly in MPEG-2 compressed 

stream was intended for the professional scenario defined in the project. Therefore, the 
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technical challenges that need to be met are: high imperceptibility, robustness to video 

editing processes and fast decoding speed. 

The spread spectrum watermarking technique presented in previous chapters together with 

introduced improvements in terms of random bit spreading, bit-rate control on the 

macroblock level, perceptual adjustment and turbo coding protection manage to fulfil these 

requirements. In addition to the tests presented in previous chapters, the technique was 

also evaluated by one of the partners involved in the BUSMAN project. In these 

experiments, the bit rate was 6 Mbps.  The GOP pattern was an I-frame every 12 frames 

and 2 B-frames between I and P-frames. The whole testing process consists of 

decompressing the watermarked file, performing the edit and recompressing again. 

From performed tests, the watermark has been able to survive recompressing, greyscaling, 

pixel level changes (from 0.7 to 1.1), fade-in, cross-fade, logo insertion and titling (the word 

“BUSMAN” - size of 80% of the width and 20% of the height). However, the decoder 

failed to extract the watermark after attacks such as flip horizontal, turn 180 degrees, shift 

left, stretch, horizontal squeeze, 2-stack horizontal and 2-stack vertical. 

These results were rather expected, since redundancy, introduced by spread spectrum and 

error-correction coding, makes the technique quite robust against attacks that degrade the 

video, but do not change its geometry. On the other hand, the scheme has been proven not 

to be robust against temporal and geometrical degradations, since no synchronization or 

RST attacks inversion algorithms were used in the scheme. These algorithms can be 

incorporated to make the technique more robust and suitable for more demanding 

applications, but it will seriously affect decoding time. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 

The thesis presents a thorough study of watermarking of MPEG-2 compressed video 

sequences. The thesis focused on finding a novel solution for content tagging of 

compressed video sequences. The main aim was efficient video indexing of huge 

unstructured MPEG-2 video archives that emerged with easiness of the production, 

storage and distribution of the video materials in the digital era. With respect to 

professional users and their requirements for real-time processing, the thesis is targeting 

embedding in compressed domain. 

As a starting point, applications, requirements and techniques for digital watermarking were 

discussed. The thorough analysis of the digital watermarking techniques, starting from 

simple LSB to demanding watermarking with side information, gave crucial understanding 

of what can be achieved with different techniques and at what cost. After an introduction 

to MPEG-2 compression standard, an exhaustive survey of the state-of-the-art MPEG-2 

watermarking techniques was given. Even though an intensive research in past fifteen years 

gave a qualitative advance in digital watermarking theory and numerous of watermarking 

techniques, there is still lack of robust and reliable solution for video watermarking.  

The work started with implementation of a spread spectrum technique in compressed 

domain. As this technique did not give desired results in terms of perceptibility, data 

payload and robustness, we proposed a several improvements to this technique. Firstly, a 

new watermark composition scheme with block-wise random watermark bits 

interleaving has rapidly enhanced performance of the system. The main result of this 

scheme is similar detection probability for each watermarking bit, since the bits are spread 

evenly through textured, edge and plain area of the video image. In addition, with the 

interleaved bit spreading, distribution of detection values can be approximated with normal 

distribution giving a much easier way for theoretical analysis of the watermarking system 

performance. 

A novel approach to bit-rate preserving, called the bit-rate control on the macroblock 

level, is given. In past schemes, in order to preserve the bit-rate, a DCT coefficient was 
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altered only if its new VLC code is smaller or equal to the original one. In the new scheme, 

we proposed to compare watermarked macroblock size with the original macroblock size 

increased by the difference left after comparing previous macroblocks. If the watermarked 

macroblock is bigger, watermarked coefficients with largest increase in VLC size are 

swapped with the original one until the watermarked macroblock is smaller or equal to the 

original one. It was shown that the percentage of altered AC coefficients is almost doubled 

in comparison with previous schemes. 

After careful analysis of the capacity and capacity boundaries of the technique, special 

attention was given to increase of the watermark power by watermark strength adjustment. 

The method takes advantages of information about local characteristics of the picture, 

information that can be easily extracted from DCT coefficients. Two state-of-the-art 

methods for Just Noticeable Difference (JND) estimation were considered and a new 

model capitalizing on the good characteristics of two models was proposed. The results of 

experiments with the new model showed PSNR levels comparable to the previous model, 

but at the same time significant increase in the capacity. 

To boost the capacity of our technique we introduced state-of-the-art error correction 

coding technique – turbo coding. The watermarking channel has a small signal-to-noise 

ratio and a potentially large bit error rate due to noise introduced by the host signal and 

attacks. In such an environment, it is essential to protect the watermark message by 

introducing redundant bits, which will be used for error correction. Performances of two 

state-of-the art turbo coding techniques were examined. It was shown that by employing a 

duo-binary turbo code it is possible to double the capacity of the presented watermarking 

technique. This technique gave near optimal utilization of the available signal-to-noise ratio 

in the watermarking channel (Figure 33). 

In the beginning of this project, the main aim was to embed imperceptible 64-bit 

watermark into 5 seconds video segment, which can resist typical editing attacks. As the 

result of this research, with all introduced techniques we were able to embed 216 bits in a 

robust and imperceptible way. The watermark was able to resist recompression, greyscaling, 

pixel level changes, cross-fade, titling as well as severe transcoding attack.  

However, before considering the presented technique for future commercial deployment 

more rigorous tests needs to be performed. In the chapter 5, it was pointed out that there is 

still lack of good objective measure for perceptual degradations of an image. In that way, 
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proper subjective test needs to be performed. One such subjective test for video quality in 

multimedia is recently proposed by European Broadcast Union (EBU) [Koz04].  

The presented watermark scheme is not robust against geometrical and temporal attacks. 

Techniques that can answer this problem are more computationally expensive and could 

hardly be performed in real-time. However, to make the presented watermarking technique 

suitable for more demanding applications such as copyrights protection, they surely need to 

be tackled. The future development of the technique should look for compressed domain 

mechanisms that will introduce robustness to temporal and RST attacks. 

In the first stages of our research, we were considering embedding in DC coefficients and 

in P and B frames of a MPEG-2 compressed video. Initial experiments showed that 

achievable increase in the capacity could hardly justify introduced distortions and additional 

computational costs, so we were reluctant to use these two watermarking channels. 

However, they can be used to embed low capacity temporal and spatial templates that can 

be used to revert attacks such as frame dropping, frame swapping or in the case of spatial 

attacks rotation, scaling, translation, frame resolution changes etc. 

For example, by changing DC coefficients to force predefined relationship between mean 

luminance levels of secretly chosen areas of the frame, we can detect if particular frame 

contain the watermark in AC coefficients or not. Using this mechanism, we can easily find 

eight frames that contain the watermark and then extract secret information. Similarly, 

secret predefined patch can be embedded through the frames. By correlating the video 

frames with the same patch but with different angles and sizes at receiver, it is possible to 

revert rotation and scaling operations that might be applied to the video. 

Video watermarking is a relatively young topic in digital watermarking research. Due to its 

much bigger complexity comparing to image watermarking, it still draws less attention then 

image watermarking. However, there is a strong belief that the ideas presented in this thesis 

together with ideas from other authors focused on video watermarking will attract more 

research in the area and that the performance of a video watermarking system could be 

comparable with the performance of an image watermarking system in the near future.  
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Apendix 

A. Capacity of AWGN channel – Gaussian input signal 

The capacity of the channel is defined as the maximum of the mutual information between 

the input signal X and the output signal Y over all distribution of the input signal. It can be 

also shown that the Gaussian distribution of the input signal maximizes mutual information 

[Cov91]. 
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Mutual information );(I YX  is given as follows: 
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Same can be applied to )(H Z  and we can also conclude that: 
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since X and Z are independent and EZ=0. Applying A.4 and A.5 to A.2, we obtain: 
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Hence, maximum information capacity of the Gaussian channel is obtained with the input 

signal that have normal distribution and it is equal: 
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The formula A.7 is famous Shannon bound, given by its version for bandwidth limited 

channels in [Sha48] as a part of Shannon theorem which asserts that signalling with 

vanishing error probability is possible if transmission rate R is smaller then C. 
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B. Capacity of AWGN channel with BPSK signaling 

Shannon bound (A.7) for AWGN channel capacity is given for the input signal with 

normal distribution, which maximizes the capacity of the channel. However, in given 

watermarking scheme we are using spread spectrum technique with Binary Phase Shift 

Keying (BPSK), so it would be useful to find the capacity boundary when signalling is 

restricted to BPSK. In this case, channel can be modelled as: 

 { } )N,(N~,S,S, 0ZXZXY +−∈+=  (B.1) 

where S is signal power and N is noise power in the channel. To show that capacity of 

BPSK is dependent only on these parameters through their ratio SNR, we can replace Y 

with 
N

Y  to get a new channel model: 
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to simplify the notation we will set 
N
SA = . Mutual information is then: 
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The input symbols are equiprobable, so 
2
1

=)x(p  and probability of the output signal y  

given the input signal x  is: 
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Inserting given probability density functions in B.3. we obtain: 
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The last equality gives the capacity of AWGN channel with BPSK signalling: 
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This capacity boundary is solvable using numerical methods and mathematical software 

such as MATLAB. It can be shown that it is not necessary to evaluate the given integral 

over infinite boundaries and that is enough to evaluate the integral from -5 to 20 [Pur01]: 
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